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theexeniptlon,-declarinplatform
pledge of' the Baltimore convention
for free passage should. Jje supported
'Represent4tlvp-- Gardner,' republican
of Massachusetts in a brief speech,
supporting the bill, quoted .from the
debates oh the
treaty
in the senate to show that the spirit
of that agreement, was opposed to the
exemption of American ships. Representative Gray, democrat of Indiana
BODY OF MISS BEECHER, HACKED
supported 'the bill.
Representative Temple,. Tpgreselve
WITH A KNIFE, FOUND AT i
oi Pennsylvania, opposed the repeal
:
on the ground that It Was a surrender
of sovereignly over the canal gone.
Representative Fitzgerald, one of A SUSPECT
IS AOESTEO
the, democratic leaders Aligned with
exemptionlsts, declnred he had, no
iympathy for- - those who' condemned HIS NAME IS GAMI AND HE IS
the president for his views, and that
SAID TO HAVE BEEN EX- -,
the chief .executive was entitled to
PELLED BY GIRL
the: respect and. consideration of the
""
country.
An " overpowering conviction that
the proposed repeal is weighted With
evil of far reaching extent to the coun
YOUNG MAN WAS LAST PERSON
try, opmpela- me to oppose the pend
KNOWN TO HAVE BEEN
ing measure," he eaid. "The conten
WITH THE VICTIM
tion of Great Britain la her vessels
Of commerce are .entitled to the same
or Identical treatment as vessels- of
Little Falls, N. Y., Marh 28. The
States,.? The rule, however, body of Miss Lydia Beecher, a
high
covers vessels of war as well as ves school teacher Of
Poland, N. Y., was
sels of commerce. No demand has found among bushes on the outskirts,
yet, been', made regarding vessels of of that town today. , She, had been
war. The rule. Is equally applicable murdered with, a
.knife .apparently
to vessels of both classes, and if it after
ha.ving begn. attacked.
be conceded that we cannot differen- ...The. young woman left her boardtiate among vessels of commerce from ing house last night to mail a letter
similar of vessels of other nations, at the village
postoffice. When she
It follows that vessels of war cannot did not; return search
for her was
be deprived of priviliges similar to begun, but it was not until
today that
those accorded to war vessels of the the body was found.
V
r
United States."
Misa Beecher was si years old,. The
To Treat All Alike
authorities took a man .into custody
Before; opebing his argument on today as a suspect. His name Is Garni
tolls issue in the senate, Senator and he is said to have been
recently
Lewis introduced a bill designed to expelled from School
by Miss Beech-- ,
vitalize the resolution he introduced er. The authorities
say that he was
several days ago promulgating the seen talking with the young man last
American policy of treating' all na night. He could not be found at his
tions alike with, respect to the Pan home, but was traced to Newport,
ama. !anal. The bill would authorize four miles from the scene of the
trag
the. president to suspend, tolls on ships edy. The
countryside has not been
passing through the canal "whenever, so' stirred by any crime since the
in' his opinion, public safety shall so murder of
Grace Brown by Chester
require or whenever he shall deem it Gillette In this section,
flight years
expedient "and consistent with the in ago.
terests of the United States-owith
the best welfare of the citizens of
the republic."
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CITY EDITION

REBELS SINK A 8HIP
lowing delegates were named to represent the ward, at the city convenNegates, Sosora, Mex., March 28.A
The steamer iCarmen,. belonging
to
tion;- Harry W. KfSTy, James S. DunLa Companla Naviera del Pacifico,"wa8
can, Sr., Lowry Cley(fliger, a.r L. Greg
captured and 'flunk by constitutional
ory, Rubel Bustos, Antop.iQ Roybal; M.
ists according to a dispatch sent here
Bendix, Herbert. W.Xlark, A, T. Rog
today by General Obregon, the rebel
ers, Jr., e,nd D. R,' .Murray. : the delecommander on the west coast of Mex
1?
gation was authorized to select a
ico. The vessel was scuttled In Ya
for dounellatan fnm the Third
varos Bay, and. all of the crew were
;", ,
ward.
'
made prisoners;,.: General Obregon said
The Fourth Ward
he had issued an order that all vessels VIOLENCE AGAIN BREAKS OUT IN ,.. ine jurtii: ward primary was THE REBEL
GENERAL SENDi-WORof the Navlera del Pacific be capturcalled, to order by Ilallett Raynolds
STRIKE DISTRICT NEAR ,
THAT
HE
WILL .LE?,
ed and destroyed, account of the com
at the Douglas school. .'Mr,, Raynolds
. TRINIDAD .. :
JN TORREON
'v
was chosen .chairman of the meeting
pany's alleged assistance to Huerta.
and Herman jlfeld was selected as
secretary. The primary decided to
TO EXAMINE BRAINS
C'lE Fv!AN !S
;
THE
CATTII
select the, candidate fur alderman for
Chicago, Marfch 28. On the theory
name
the
ward, the
tp.be presented
diseased brains SOLDIERS SETURN ASSAULT AND
that they may.-havto the city convention, for ratification. HEAVY FIGHTING CONTINUES ALZ.
and require mental- - treatment a
DEATH AND INJURY ARE THE
Herman Jifeld was unanimously se
DAY, BUT DETAILS ARE NOT
substitute for (puiiishment,
Clilcaso
lected. Hallett Raynolds was named
RESULThusbaji'ds. who '.'dnttt " support their
RECEIVE
as permanent chairman for the ward
wives hereafter, may be sent to a la
and Herman Ilfeld as permanent secboratory Instead of to jail. Those
TEE GUILTY retary. The delegates ' selected to reparrested
is a
charges may re.ceiye
resent the ward ' at the city
:.
similar treatment ,
:
V;'
'OV.:'
V.V
convention, are Juan Baca, Isidore
Chicago's psycophatio. laboratory, the GUARDSMEN ARE SCOURING THE Bustos, Rafael
Lucero, J. C. Schlott, THIS GENERAL fS GREATLY At
first of its kind in the United States,
HILLS IN EFFORT TO FIND . Herman
A. T, Rogers, Sr., Hal
Ilfeld,
SISTING IN ATTACK UPON "
will be established In the near future : '';'FUGITIVES
lett Raynolds, John S. Clark, Simon
THE CITY
ap an auxiliary to the municipal court,
Baeharach and' W; J. Mills.
it was anhouncted today.
Trinidad, Cole, itarcn' 28.iStrIkiug
Juarez, Mox , March
p. hi. -, RAILROAD. RETRENCHES
miners ataciced the - detail of state
.
in
Torrr-'New York, March ;.28'.'- "Dismissal Heavy fighting
troops stationed a,t the Cedar llill
a
to
(oday,
re
according
teifesram.just
of
men
SHOT
25,000,
by tbi 'New York, Cen
m'ine near Ludlow shortly after 11
ceived from General ViUa. Villa addo clock today, according to a report tral railroad since. .December .'.1," said
A. T. Hardin, vice president of that ed that he expeetetl to have, the city
'
at local military headquartby tonlchL 'Ha' eavni
BY NEG
MINER received
ers. The soldiers, in charge of Lieu road, today, "is only a barometer of
Town Expected a Fail ' v
tenant Laurence, returned the fire and the company's business. The reduc"It. was with th wxpecWiori thax
one striker is' Bald to have been killed tion of forces was not arbitrary. It Torreori would
ANOTHER CHAPTER IS ADDED TO
crumbl under the rsl- -'
came about gradually as traffic, mainand two .wounded. ':' v
i
el
attack
TRINIDAD'S STORY, OF
that Of flciala' here retoday
I
and cannot see
Major P. J. HamrooX and a party of ly freight, declined,
sumed their tasks this morning.
." '.,"
BLOODSHED
business
that
any
immediate,
prospect;
officers left here at once' Jn automo
.The last reports yesterday-wes-that
will pick up and these men come back
the
biles
scene
for
of
the
reported
General Monclora Herrera bad cut hi
to work."
Trinidad, Colo., March 28. James
trouble. Militiamen have gone into
Mr. Hardin said this condition .af- way from the eastern side of the city- Johnson, a negro, is reported to have
the
hills in an effort to effect the capbeen killed shortly before noon today
fected most of tha eastern railroads.' through the business t.fCt;oa to llvi
ture of the attacking party. Troops
by a detail of. militiamen engaged in
Of, the 25,000 men dismissed
about bull ring on tlie iif,rth bide, ti at Gare
being concentrated at that point. 15,009 men. were laid off east of Bufa search for the assailant of Clinton
Villa had. set out1 with" mar
falo and 10,000 west of Buffalo-- . The troops from Corner Palat.io to .1i,'(
Robinson, riiarshal at Hastings, who
WILL RUSH ROAD
was shot and seriously wounded early
reduction affected all branches, of the him and" ,tako friipume- nam nm.1, Ti
f
'
"
.
'.:';"'
tn.at .th8' fedn.vM
m ddv a rr'-"a Santa Fe, March 28, H. K. Morgan service.
today-- while v attempting to quell
state
of
office
will
the
re
engineer's
at
is
Johnson
disturbance
"Compared with 1913," said Mr. stand;, in-- 'their 'defeases on the woRf.
"
said to hare been ith, ,a party of six, turn tonight from Mora with the field Hardin, "the business of this year eldo; ''-- ' C
t
Toad sur on the New York Central suffered a
An uncoil K w J,
and reports are conflicting. as. to whe- notes for the
fit 1 nl.i-- t
vey in. Mora county, which will be redaction of from 8 to 10 per cent. had it that the nbwla
ther they were strikers or' miners.
taken f
The military au horllles first re worked up at once and the- construe. The reduction of the working forces hill known as "(Vno d1) It C 2, ' ,
important defw,?, but Ten. oil.'
ported that Rob! " on was shot , by Won of the. road planned in detail, so Is. on the same ratio."
ht-4ttlie
lli
way not fea de
;f
strikers who were
'.
,
A train biad of nwT.a i.. 3
At union headquarters no report has layed.
AMERICA MAKES fRpTEST
,(r t
ttiea Palaeio s lipfng msda .u todu
been received.
action
Berlin, March
Stocks-Ithat city are fihi'u a i.
Johnson is said to have been workwas begun today by the United Stales
General
Villa instructed that d:"Ies ra
to
came
at
and
HOLD
Delagua
ing recently
government against the petroleum
be suspended.
Hasting late last night Following the
monopoly bill, recently introduced in importations
shooting of Robinson he enenped into
the
German
imperial parliament.
WARD PRIMEIES
Federal Troops go South
the hills and a detail of Btafe troops
The first
was' a ..written
Laredo,
Tex, ?!arth 2- 3- A ,vl mj
In command of Lieutenant Lawrence
W.
memorandum presented by. James.
federal mihlaiy train j
started a search for the fugitive.
to
United
Slates
Gerard,
DELEGATES
TO
ambassador,
CITY CONVEN
The negro is said to have opened
Gotleib von JagQw, the German roreign sent south from Nuevo 'Laredo today
TION ON MONDAY EVENING
Are on the soldiers and was killed by
This memorandum express bearing the N(ntA infantrx mi soma
minister.
ARE CHOSEN
Tlvff
the return fire. The militiamen' then
a w.i
es the confident expectation ;of the othr troos
not o'oiouncf-i'inu'irn
iii
pursued and captured six others who
United
States
certain
The republican city primaries were
government that
nrlnfd rcpoifs tf -- 1 b,o ?'
are now being held near Tabasco. held last
toward
American
Investors
naminjustices
ther
and
night
delegates
Vain pie-'i-,i'c" t 5j r, ,
Troops are patrolling the hills in the ed for the
monopoly bill in its ing
convention, which will contained
of
Nu
south,
in
'a
Hill
Tabasco.
of
Cedar
I:u u b,pi U h,
and
vicinity
be held Monday night. Voters from present? form' Will disappear before n
'
P r Tie
that
''
jii?nt
rejnfori'f
At a house occupied by negro, eoal each ward
uj J (.
gathered at the respective actment.
redo jarjuon niH' j.ve
miners at Hastings, a
c,'
places designated for the holding of
tion and were
to I
'
Fuel company camp, shortly after mid- the
primaries. The attendance at all
HE SAVED THE MONEY
way through, that city."
night last nigMv Camp Marshal Clin- was fairly large and considerable inLeipsic, Germany, March 28. The
The t,peri.U war lay levu
ton Robinson was shot through the terest was
o'i a"
displayed.
court today upheld the action Mexican exports t.' lit months j a
supreme
-stomach and probably fatall wounded
The First Ward
of the Duke de Talleyrand, husband withdrawn at Nuevo Laredo
j
in a pistol duel with James Johnson, '..The First ward
primary was called of Anna Gould, who in 1910 renounced amount to from three to tf-- t"d,y. It
whom "he sought to. place under arrest to order
rmreoV;
by George Morrison in tha his rights to the crown or fief of
''"'rVfruIaf 'rfuWa.
to
addition,
for disturbance. It is alleged' that
'
Mrschool.
Morrison was Sagan iii 'Silesia .in favor of his son,
Douglas
Johnson opened fire upon Robinson: selected as chairman Of the
meeting Prince Jason .Howard of Sagan. .'
Azueta 'Is promcted
the instant he entered the house,
and J. W. Frledenstein was selected
The iuke de Talleyrand's German
Vera Cruz, March 28. Commofon.
Several shots were fired, one bnllet to act
secretary.: The. primary creditors attacked the validity of the Manuel Azueta
of the Mexicap new
inflicting the serious wounds. The named George Morrison and Marion
transfer by which they were rendered was today appointed comm-riil- .
r
marshal fired several shots In return. "Stewart as the members of "the
city unable to attachi the revenues of the chief of the
gulf coast fleet as a marfc
Johnson made his escape from. v .the central committee 'from the ' First
fief.
of appreciation for bis lovalty t
house after the shooting and is still
3iioge 'Morrison alsei was sethe Mexican government d.Pi.. t'
at large. A sheriff's posBe and a de- lected, as permanent chairman-othe
Felix Diaz uprising. When h l,oi - '.
tail of militia have been scouring the ward, while T, M. Elwood was named
his flag on board the gunbi ,t "1:1-go?surrounding county since Van early as permanent secretary. The dele- OHIO FEARS FLC3SS
salutes were fired by i.l! C n ff.r- hour.
gates selected to represent the ward
in .port and vi
WL-- .l
eign
warships
The wounded officer was removed to at' the
are
convention
city
LIKE
OF
exchanged by the commanders Tl.u
the San Rafael hospital herra this a follows; Sig Nahm, T. M. Elwood,
is one e? nevetsl cfcanst-- cont-r-morning and underwent au, operation J. Y; Frtedemrtcin, N." O. Hermann,
y ihe federal gbvnimc-i- t
for the removal of the bullet', His George Morrison; W. P. Southard, M. RIVERS ARE" RIS1MG rAr!L.LY AND
8cqenje of the dafocfion 01 t
condition is serious.
.,
T. V. Hansen, William HarPEOPLE ARE LEAVING
boat Tampico.
THE LOWLANDS
per and Thomaa Bowen.
"the Second Ward
Guns for Huerta
;
The Second' ward primary was held
Columbus, O., March 2S. With the
Eng., "March
Liverpool,
in the office of Judgw D. R. Murray great Miami and Whitewater, rivers
TODAY IN CONGRESS
De Kay of New Yorkm-lin the city hall. N. B. Roseberry raging, the Scioto liuihing a foot Wesley
I
ug
of the Mexican
president
called the meeting to order. Filomeno an hour and the Muskingum ;um Licksaii.-.-X
.'company,
March
was
chairfs Senate: Gonzales
elected permanent
Washington,
ing rivers out of their banks along V.ie
Jn
Met at noon.
man and Colbert C. Root permanent lowlands, anxiety was felt during last York today after
on behalf c rrnvisi.'o!-:;.,rope
i i,
Senator Lewis introduced a bill to secretary. The following
r th
disas- d .
delegates night, of a recurrence
t
rl t f )v 2 ) C
,,t
vitalize his resolution: for promulgat-i- n were named to represent the ward in trous flood of
MrtitU
i E.ie
-a policy of treating ali nations alike the convention: Minion o Gonzales, so l'i.r itporitd h.io
n cu
i to
ou the Panama canal," and then dis- Manuel G. Martinez, Juan T. Lucero, the fcoufbwe'-ti- uc
a (f
tn
. 1 to '1
Manuol Sena, Ksperldion Sanchez, N'.
cussed tolls issue. V-- '
noon.
at
Met
B.
House:
Roseberry, Colbert C. Root, George
Jj;k',ir), f, - So '
Resumed debate- on Panama canal W. Tripp, Nicolas Cordova and II. B.
l - 1
Jaikrou, S'iss, a, n
tolls exemption bill
Hubbard.
The central committee hundred Li Ut
, v
u, ' '
Harrison
.Xlenntscntative
members will lie chosen l.v tne
t".
o
spoi-i'
dl
'
ti'
a at the convention.
f
a?:iKr. exemption bul.
1,1,
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PRE8Q LEASED

oh
Washington,' March
'
extolls
Panama
of
the
the repeal
emption continued today lri the house
and senate. 'The' house was proceeding on the, SimB bill under 20 hours
debato, aa provided in the hardfought
battle of yesterday. The senate was
debating the subject generally.
In the house, Representative Know-lancontrolling the time tor the republicans', assailed the repeal in un- -'
measured terms as "surrendering to
Creat Britain without a struggle."
"Is the Panama canal now the price
of the elimination of Huerta?" he demanded.
In the senate, resolution by Seuator
Lewis and Senator Gallinger were laid
aside until Monday.
Mr Lewis' resolution was supplemental y to' one. now pending decla'r--'
in for equal tolls, and would em pow
to suspend tolls, in
er-- the president
bis discretion,!
Administration supporters are con
the
fident- the reoeal bill ' will pass
house by Tuesday .night of early Wed-,.
nesday. ."
Yesterday's victory for the administration in the house aroused expectations of champions of repeal in the
ET TU, GERMANY?
senate that a favorable report will be
FOUND IN A CANYON
FrankfortrOn-thei-Mainforthcoming from the canals commitGermany,
information
the
March
28. Commissioner
tee, Notwithstanding
Schmidt,
head of police depai'tment of the
of its chairman, Senator O'Gorman.
SABINO DOMINGUEZ WANDERED
"Disguise the situation or becloud suppression pf vice, was suspended
AWAY FROM HOME SOME .
eson
no
today
charge of blackmail.
the issue as you may, there is
AGO
.. TIME
The investigation of charges that
caping from the naked truth that for
the first time the people of this great the "morals police" had been secretly
Word' was received here this morn
nation are urged to surrender under receiving' money for the protection of
by Nepomuceno Dominguez that
ing
foreign pressure," declared Mr. Know-lan- disorderly resorts, has been in prog- his son, Rabino
Dominguez, aged IS
ress
was
a
'implifor
months..
Schmidt
"I entertain
In the house.
had
found
been
dead in Canon
years,
high regard for (ittie 'president of the cated in the scandal by the testimony de la Veguita, 18 miles .eouth of Las
a
woman who revealed an exten
United' States, his patriotism and hon- of,
Vegas. ''The. boy disappeared from
would not attempt sive system Of blackmail by the police!
esty of purpose
home several weeks ago, while sufto question. However, like all memfering from a feveiy apparently havFLOODS IN NEW YORK
bers of the human family, he is apt
delirious. He
New "Vork, March 28. Spring floods ing wandered off while
to err. In this instance an apparent
was last seen at the Veguita ranch, a
error in judgment in handling the Mex- have set In through the, valleys of the short' distance from whera the
body
ican. sUuationaa necessitated the lat- state and already much property dam-ag- e was found this
The
father
morning..
warm
la
The
weather
reported.
est move, at leasthis message so
left t once for, the tfanyon to take
hints. The most charitable thing to of the last few days melted much of
of the body... He did not learn
charge
enow-'
in
the
which fel. earlier
heavy
say Is that he was imposed on."
wuether it was In' good condition. It
At
the
the
month.
Hudson
river
Troy
The legislative battle over the re
has assumed flood proportions-- ' and was found by the brother, Margarito
peal of the free tolls provision of the merchants
At the time the boy dis- along the river are remov Dominguez.
Panama canal act was. resumed In the
was- mads for him.
a
search
ippearwd
of
house today. The administration sup- ing goods. Amsterdam'rep'orta part
Mohawk
which
the
the
spans
bridge
porters, flushed by their victory in river there carried
THE WOMAN SOLDIER ., '
away
by high
the opening contest yesterday, predict- water and ice.
;
"Al
'''.; Qiiiiicyi lll., March
ed' that .they would win when the retowoman
bert"
the
Cashier,
soldier,
peal bill itself came to a vote next
day was taken to the state asylum for
week.''
'...':..
NO SOLUTION FOR THE the insane at Watertown, III. She
The contest in .the house today, was
was born in Ireland 73 years ago and
largely oratorical,, although both sides
came to America as a stowaway in
forces
to
ULSTER
for
PnOBLEHOF
made efforts
strengthen
boy's clothing. She enlisted in Com
the final struggle,.. which is expected
Illinois infantry
pany G, Nlnety-fU'th- '
;
..
Vi. ':v
Tuesday and Wednesday
was assigned: tO 'G'eneral Grant's
and
MAft-- '
FIELD
OF
democrat;
Harrison,
Representative
army, participating in some of the
SH 'AL A N:D '.ADJUTANT GENER- of Mississippi, was one of the early
bloodiest battles of the civil war. She
STAND
AL
STILL
resumwas
dobate
the
speakers when
later came, to the soldiers' home here
ed. Although admitting his anxiety to
and 'her sex1 was not discovered by s
25.
No
solution
has
March
London,
with
"follow the president and comply
surgeon at that Institution, although
Ws wishes." Mr. Harrison said Be been found up to a late hour' today, of
nurse knew her secret,
a
the
situation
caused
to
the
Dy
resignacould not reconcilo his conscience
the president's views and surrender to tions of yield Marshal Sir John French
THOMAS IS DISPLEASED
Great Britain a principle' of national and Adjutant General Sir John Ewart '
MwebS.--Th"
senatt
from
their
of
Washington,
head
positions
honor and integrity.
the.
annual
TirWish
army appropriation
army. ...The cabinet,
passed
"f
to vole my convictions, fol- the
was still hfcspeiul that its differ- bill today,, carrying.- $101,750,000, about
low the platform of my party and
would-behouse bill
ences
overcome before it, $7,500,000. move than
of
honor
and
for
the.
ytaud
integrity
over the
the
about
and
on
met
the
house
Monday."-'"again
y- isovemroent,? he said.
bill.
Inst
of
the
Should
chief
the
it'
army
staff
appr'dpriation
:t
. Mr. Kn-general
the
boue,
:tf
"I Would' not yield to these big InTf pral-- j tl: j e." n'. "ion, to dGiIare that and the adjutant general to the forces
li irfd J."t .ti r iu!'i ed the contention persist in their attitude it Is generally creases," ann oil need Senator Thomas.
y nomocrat.'Of
Colonwlo, "were it not for
that the. .United States might make thought that Colonel John Seelpy,
the
state
will
for
nj:ntm'l?d
of
cojuhUon on the soutSi-eleave
the
war,
Me,
border.'
. Representative Madden, reui'ican, cabinet.
."ln case tha govorunient sliould be
sr on the f(b-nof Illinois spoke for the repeal. Il
Bald he saw no reason for t!ie people aMe to placate the field marsnai nno
- li'l
ARGENTINE'S
BIG CROP
a h!n"ttn, 'I
h
1 r
of the central west coutribiiti.:i;:; to
the adjutant geiKiral, tli' truusfer of
u if s T. P Downlnsr
Colonel Seeley to some other field j orn cron this rear 13 estimated p.t
s Ivo ( (I
ship subsidy.
. of
Represents tlve O'Sbattfelineic.y,
l IK ti t f r' mmllloll fl bill
activity probably v. II s u rj the .I'll f 0 ba in i i.f
j r o i
ti
4
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there have been adopted. the world

TOPICS FROM V V V
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK

v

respective dlpoesesv' It
that .Cardinal- Farley's
"report of the work of the church- under his immediate jurisdiction VJl be
supplementedby an Important con
e
; tribution
to Peter's Peace:' The
of New York i regarded as
one of 'the most flourishing in the
United" States,, and the- authorities n't
Rome look for a specially fine showing from the cardinal. : ... .', :

30 gun

"t,w York,. March

0Shi-.th.eh,-

'fw- MBi'iice before
toterr oiuo
JiUso'.RosateKjf in general sessions
eourt.wxt iv.omlay a squad' of
be ia tiiu courtroom to pick
out buc-- of the men as may be second
Sullivan law,
uf.et deria"- cgaJnt-;tbwhicTi pfohiMte tb'e kettplug of danger-wj- )
weapons In one's possesion. All
i!0 of th3 gun carriers have been eon- -

is unilCTstood'

dotect-ivos'W-i- d'

arch-dioces-

-

recognized as'secou;! offenders the
.'sentence of seven years
If the police and
willthe courts eontinua to pursue this
will go
long way toward
' policy
serving the problem, . o( suppressing
the "gHBgs-Uii'i.-

The Author's League of America, pf
which Winston Churchill is president

niui.iraum
-

and Theodore Roosevelt
has, moved into its; new home at
Irving place and Seventeenth Street.
The house was for some years the
home of Washington Irving and there
the famous author wrote his "Life of
Oliver Goldsmith" and prepared, the
material for his "Life of Washington."
The bouse has two stories and a basement. The ground fjoor room, looking
down Seventeenth; Street, which Irving used as a study, serves the Author's League a
library; and reception room.. in Iryitig's. day lis chief
attraction was the unbroken View to
'
the' East River.
John.D. Rockefelie-- ' is to have the
largest, fountain bowl of Its kind in
the world to grace' the lawn in front
of his new mansion at Tarrytown.
The bowl is to be carved from a single Stone twenty feet wide and weighing 250 tons. A number of years' ago
Mr. Rockefeller flaw a granite bowl of
great sie in St' Petersburg and the
oil king decided he wanted one just
like It, but of larger size. He gave a
contract to the owner of a stone quarry in Stoniugton, Me., and for months
the contractor's employes have bee
at work quarrying the immense stone.
The stone Is too large to be placed on
a flatt car, so a special boat has been
chartered to convoy it from Maine to.
'
'.'
Tarrytown. ".'';"".
'.v.

The Citation, famous a teacher's and
exponents of the tango and.other modem dances, are to make New Rochelle
famous as the- holne of the finest
dancing academy In America. A corporation. capllaUaeJ at' $30fl,t00. has
been formed to carry but the project.
The academy building' is; to be. teii
,
atories high, with 25 'exits on the
of exclusive design and finished
in terra cotta brick. ' The dancing
floor, which Will be nearly ..20,000
square feet in extent, VlU. be large
enough for 1,000 couple to dance
comfortably. Private ball rooms and
instruction rooms will occupy the. up
per floors of the academy building.

i

first-floor-

:

.

The American Society of Graduates
of German Universities la arranging
to hold its first convention in this
city early uext month. The object of
the convention is the fraterniatlon of
those who have been scholars in German universities. Besides a number
of German professors thers will be
delegates present from Yale, Harvard,
Cornell, Johns Hopkins, Columbia,
Franklin and Marshall, the University
of Pennsylvania and tne University of
Illinois. The convention will conclude
with a banquet, at; which the noted
One of New York City's electrical
guests will include- Vice President landmarks, which, "had its origin in
Marshall and the German and Aus the mind of Thomas a. Edison and
trian ambassadors at Washington.
was developed under his skillful guidance', is about to pass out, of existence
Cardinal Farley will sail for Rome into the discard of things which have
next month, accompanied by hia sec- passed their day of usefulness. The
retary and a party of clergymen of old Edison generating station in
his diocese. It is announced that the Duane street, which is wfmin the area
cardinal's trip has no special signifi- of the proposed civic center and is
cance, but is merely in keeping with being abandoned largely, on that ao
the custom of the Holy "See in sum- count, is of historical importance in
moning the prelates of the church the annals of electricity; for the exthroughout the world to report on the periments and riet'elopnients recorded

7
Cr-'.--

S

,

v

i

Those of Middle Age Especially.
When you have found no remedy for the horrors that
.oppress you during change of life, when through the long
hours of the day it seems as though your back would break,
when your head aches constantly, you are nervous, depressed and suffer from those dreadful bearing down pains,
don't forget that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
is the safest and surest remedy, and has carried hundreds
ci women safely through this critical period. '
'J
Read what these three women say:
.

.

From Mrs. Hornung, Buffalo, N. Y.
Blttfaio,

Y.

TS.

"I am writing

to let you know how much yonr

vrvUi:ine ha8 done for me. I failed terribly during the last winter.
f'Tid summer and every one remarked alxvut my appearance. I suf-from a female trouble and always had pains in lay back, no
appetite and at times was very weak.
" I was visiting at a friend's house one day and she thought I needed
J.yrlia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I took it and have gained
nght pounds, have a good appetite and am feeling better every day.
I'iVorj body is asking me what I am doing and I recommend Lydia E.
J'inkiiam's Vegetable Compound. You may publish this letter if you
wish and I hope others who have the same complaint will see it and
Mrs. A. IIobnung, 91
p I .did-- "
P't health- from yourN.medicine
;s v ; V'1
Y.
litaKton.' St., Buffalo,
ii-re-

'

A

V-'-:-

Was

A Blessing To This

Woman.

Va." I was troubled with a bearing down pain and
weakness and could not Btand long on my feet. Of all the
mi'diomcs I took nothing helped me like Lydia E. rlnkham's Vegetable .Compound. I am now regular .nd am getting along fine. I
.cannot praise the Compound too much. It lias been a blessing to mo
and I hope it will be to', other women." Mrs. D. Tylei;, 23 West
jlopton bt, !5outh Ittchmond, Va.
So. Richmond,

n

Pains in Side, Could Hardly Stand.
"I

Imit, Wr.

vris ia

ibli', and I hpd nat li p.iiim in my sides I con! I hardly move, lie-- i
h id taken ',''
.f one bottle of Lydia E. l'inkham's Veg-- i.
v--b

'

t

bid con.lnn, hurti'iTig from a femala

n

1

!

'..'o Compmn.d 1 fi it 1"
r, an 1 now I am well and can do a good
's v.oik. I 'k 11 otiybody a ii.it your medicine has done for me."
Mrs. John Thoi-son- ,
Lodi, Wiscottsiiu

o

w

'

.

)

,

Chnoot

'

Medicine Co., Lsdjarf
Writt to:
KdTisory Dept. CliaUanooe. Temi., lor Sttcial
g
book. "Horn
InstmetiiHu on your east and
Tmtmenl for Wobmo." it) slain
N.CiSI

wppr.

the. river cuts into the mesa to the
depth of some 30 or 40 feet. Because
of the great expense no .steel bridge
can be built., for the present Even
the proposed pile bridge will necessitate driving piles to a depth or 45 to
50 feet in order to make a substantial

The Forty Year Test
An article must have exceptional
merit to survive for a period of forty
yearn. Chamberlain's Cough Remed
was first offered to the public in 1872
From, a mau beginning It has grown
in! favor and popularity Until it has
attained a world wide reputation. You
will find nothing better for a cough or
cold. Try it and you. will understand
why It is a favoriteafter. a period oi
more than forty years. It not pnly
glve3 Telief it cures. For sale, by all
.

HAVE 0UTD00

bridge.
'
.

'

Rheumatism

Foley Kidney Pills are so thoroughly effective for backache, rheumatism,
swollen and aching joints; kidney and
bladder ailments that they are recom
mended everywhere. A. A. Jeffords,
McGrew, Nebr., says: "My druggist
recommended Foley Kidney Pills for
pains Itt my back, and before I finished one bottle, my old trouble entirely
disappeared." ,

.

TO SAVE WATER OF
CARLSBAD PROJECT

ADDRESS

BY NOTED PEDAGOGUE
Jacksonville, 111., March ,28. The

an appeal is made by, men
central Illinois Teachers' Association
interested "to" state
;

engineer'

Santa Fe, March 28. An' aiipeal
signed Wy Guy T. Reed of Carlsbad,
for the Carlsbad Wafer users' association, reached Engineer James T.
French today and he ia giving the
subject deep, consideration. ; It is a
request Jto giv& the aid of the engineer's department toward utilizing the
surplus waters of the Carlsbad project within Now Mexico rather than
letting th'enj be. absorbed permanently
by Texas. This can be accomplished
by.' building reservoir No,- S, a8 bon-- ,
temiilated' in the Greater Carlsbad
project and placing unawp water the
state lands and some of the private
lands south of the Black river in
Eddy county. A similar appeal has
also been sent to Land Commissioner
R. P. Ervein and Governor McDonald,
A blueprint of the proposed extension
and the landu to be covered was sent
'
Engineer French with the appeal.
; Attorney General Fred Farrar and
State Engineer John E. Field of Colorado are in New Mexico to investigate for themselves the Engle reclamation project and the flow of the
Rio Grande as Colorado stoutly main?
tains that it should not be deprived
of the use of the waters of the Rio
Grande because of the Engle or any
other project in New Mexico. They
were in Albuquerque yesterday on
their way to Engle. The fight is a
most interesting one jn which Colorado has the aid of northern New Mexico as far as the Engle project is
concerned on tho ground that the regular flow of the Rio Grande in Colorado and northern New Mexico never
reaches the Engle project and that
therefore the embargo on the use of
the waters of the Rio Grande north
of the Elephant Butte should be lifted.
In this connection the state engineer of Colorado has Issued1 a call for
a conference of state engineers at
Denver upon the oocasion .'..'of the
meeting of western governors and
delegates, with Secretary of the Interior Franklin K. Lane to discuss
western topics. The appeal of Engineer Field says among other things:
"I write to ask you to make an extra effort to be present so that we
may have the benefit of your knowledge of the conditions in your state,
to the end that whatever may be decided by this conference or result,
from this conference may have the'
fullest expression possible and the
advice of men representing interests,
different 'sections, find having, possi-

held the final session of its annual
convention here this morning. The
leading feature of the program was an
address by Dr. ; Thomas M- Bailett,
dean of the school of pedagogy of the
University of New York, who took as
his subject, "Work and Play in Edri.
:'
''
'.
cation."
'

-

.'''

'
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The
Washington,' March
ON
LOOK FOR THIS
of Miss Eleanor Wilson, youngest
EVtUY CAr ,
HAND SLEEVE,
RIGHT
daughter of President and Mrs. Wilson,
and Secretary of the Treasury William 'Gibba' McAdoo. will be the fourteenth to take place in the' White
House. The fact of their engagement
1.'
i
t
I A r -- ? I.
is said to. have leaked, out at William-town- ,
the home of the Sayres. The
same rumor Insists that the annouRce-men- t
of the engagement of Miss' Margaret. Wilson and Boyd Bisher of New
15.&9-:0611aYork and Princeton will be made
soon; that it had been planned to
make both engagements at the same
time.
Rumor also .has it that, the
if
plans. were, for a;' double wedding in
would not offer our patrons
;
the "spring. '
When Miss .Jessie Wilson and Fransuit that we did not feel
t
cis Bowes Sayre were married last
confident would meet our own high
table
November an oval, flower-decke- d
with the bride's cake as the ' center
0
standard.
decoration, was set in the small break
fast room .off the state dining room at!
the White House. In. this room, reFRANKEL FIFTLLN guarantee
served, exclusively for tho bridal par1
is simply the manufacturer's
ty and a few intimate friends, one of
the gayest of the guests was Mr. Mcassurance additional to our own that
Adoo. The wedding enko was cut and
Miss Eleanor Wilson got tho ring.
every FRANKLL FIFTEEN garment
Later, when, the bride threw her boumust give satisfaction or the wearer,
1
quet, Mias Margaret Wilson caught it.
Secrethe
after
reception
Immediately
i
gets a new one free.
tary McAdoo made his way into the
East room and was the first of those
to dance. After the dance he sat at
of models
finest
the foot of the altar. It was remarked then that he was fated to become
and fabrics for spring
'
a bridegroom.
.
!..'RStf
'"'''"
It is the opinion of several of the
cabinet hostesses that this wedding
will be the largest ever held In the
White House. That It will either be
awaits your
at Easter or early in June has been
decided
the
pubupon
by
fully
general
lic. It is. said that the president has
favored an outdoor wedding with a
large "al fresco reception. In that
event it ..would be possible for practically all of Washington sodlety to atSouth SidePlflja
EataHuked mt
tend tho reception, ' ;
Another rumor is .that the Wedding
will be a quiet affair at the summer
White House at Cornish, N. H.
LA.M- a
.'f....
m
,a ;nr .W
It is quite certain that Mrs. Sayre
will be her sister's matron of honor
Farmers and others who live at a
and that Miss Margaret Wilson and green" materials, and the florists are
distance
from a drug store should keep
rose."
Wilson
"Eleanor
Miss Nona McAdoo will be the brides- showing the
in the house a bottle of BALLARD'S
maids.
It has been suggested that A professional dancer at the dansant SNOW LINIMENT. It may be needed
Mrs. Charles Martin of Arizona, Mr. at a local hotel wore a "Nell rose" at any time for cuts, wounds, sores,
McAdoo's eldest daughter, will be one wig and danced "the "McAJoo dip" sprains and rheumatism. It Is a powerful healing and penetrating remedy.
of the matrons of honor.
There is and the "Wilson waltz."
Price 25c, 50o and $1.00 per bottle. Sola
rewill
McAdoo
Whether
little doubt that Miss Ruth Hall of
Secretary
by Central Durg Co. Adv.
Princeton, who has spent the winter main in the cabinet after the wedding
in Washington and who is Miss Elea- ,is a matter of conjecture. It has been
nor Wilson's chum, will be one of suggested that he. will resign and live
TROUBLE FOR" SALAZAR
the attendants and that Miss Marjorle in New York; also that he will beSanta Fe, March 28. Out of th
Brown of Atlanta, a cousin of Miss come a member of the federal curren- federal district clerk's office yesterday
Wilson, who was a Bridesmaid for cy board; also that he will become a warrant was Issued for the rearrest
Mrs. tiayre, also will be an attendant. ambassador to Franco. In any case, of
General Jose Inez Salazar now in
Wherever Miss Wilson and Mr. Mc- his bride will be an ideal hostess. She military custody at Fort Bliss. This
Adoo have appeared together since is the "diplomat" of the family and followed
the release of Salazar's
the announcement of the wedding they she shows greater fondness for socie- bondsmen yesterday by Judge W. H.
have been the cynosure of all eyes ty. She delights in dinners and other
Pope in federal court at Las Cruces,
and they have been kept busy dodg- entertainments.
the warrant being made out by DepHer engagement ring is a 'solitaire
ing moving picture cameras. On Sun
uty Clerk A. A. Senecal who is with
claw setday, when Miss Wilson attended serv-- l diamond in an
Judge Pope at Las Cruces and was
"''.'ices at the ' Central Presbyterian ting.
given to Assistant United States Mar.church with her father and her. sister,
shal J. R. Galusba to transmit to the
Margaret, the audience paid more at- Chamberlain's Tablets for Constipation United States marshal for the western
For constipation, Chamberlain's Tabtention to" her than to the Sermon.
district of Texas, who will serve It
The stares are advertising the various lets are excelelnt. rasy to take, mild and
probably bring Salazar to Santa
and
in
a
them
effect.
trial
ive
gentle
shades of' "Nell rose" and "Wilson For sale
Fe for trial week after next
by all dealers. Adv.
28."
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RELIEVE

MOVE ACIDS, GASES AND CLOGGED WASTE FROM LIVER
AND BOWELS

Get a
box now.
That awful sourness, belching of
acid1 ana foul gases; that pain in the
pit of the stomach, the heartburn,
nervousness, nausea, bloating after
eating, dizziness and sick headache,
means a disordered stomach, which
can.not ho regulated until you removo
the cainse. It lsn t your stomach's
fault.' your stomach is as good as
;

,'...".;.'
they

any.
Try. Cascarets;

Immediately
cleanse the stonach, remove the sour,
foul gases; take the excess bile from
the liver and carry off the constipated
undigested and fermenting food and
waste natter and poison from the
bowels. Then your stomach trouble
is endel. A Casqaret tonight will
straight, you out by morning a lucent box - from any drug store will
keep your stomach sweet; liver ana
bowels regular for months. Don't
forget He children their little Insides
need a i;ood, gentle cleansing, too.
-

llfl

riHifg.tfn--

-

Adv,

CAPITAL PAID IN
1100,000.00

SURPLUS

'

Tho Mothers' Favorite
A cough
medicine
for children
should "be harmless. It should be

fT

$C0,CC0.fr3
--

--1

-

f

v.x..t

,

pleasant to take; It should be effectual
Chamberlain Cough Remedy is all ol
this and is the mother's favorite every
where. For sale by ail dealers. Adv

tsar

J. M. Cunningham, Preside

FEUDISTS TO BE; TRIED
Winchester, Ky., March 28. Another chapter in the history of the

Breathitt County .feuds will begin
here Monday, when a special term of
the Clark circuit court will convent
for the trial of fourteen defendants,
oliared litih the assassination of
former Sheriff Ed Callahan of Breathitt County; Callahan was assassinated
in 1913. and the cases of those accused
of complicity in the crime havebeep
dragging through the cotirts ever
Bince., Several have nlready1 been con;
bly, different,
;.',;.
Koto ColonUl French' and.' Governor Vioted 'and at ."the1:. fcpecW term of
McDonald will attend Una inference.-- court next woek decision will be given
Bridge '.Engineer'.' J.j
.Johnson of oil the motion for new trials in their
tho stat tmg'uioerV' department h.is cases, '
returned from the Rio"
A' paiin in the Bide or back that
he picked out a site for the "bridge
up
that is to .he .built across that treach- catches you when .you straighten
of
call" for a
erous stream on the state highway
relaxw
It
3 SNOW'LtN'fMENTfrom Los Lunas to Gallup. The site the contracted 'iihiscIob ami permit?
will be just below the Santa Fe
motion without surferiur or Inconvenper
of way .and will' necessitate ience. Price 2"c, 53c and
bottio.
Sold by Central Drug Mo.
fef-long. Xearbyj Adv.
ak'bri;j'ovv.r:a0

Frank Springer,

it

D. T. Hoskhis, Cashier.
E.
Lewis, Aas'L Cath,

t.
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Ready, Ky. " I was not able to do
anything for nearly six months," writes
Mrs. Laura Bratcher; of this place, "and
was down In bed for three months. ; .
1 cannot tell
you how I suffered with
my head, and with nervousness and
womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told my hlisbimd ht)
could not da me any good, and he had
Jo give it up. We tried another doctor,
but he did.not help me.
At last, my mother.advised
to take
Cardui, the woman's tonic. 1 thought
it was no use for 1 was nearly dead and
nothing seemed to do me any good. But
1 took eleven
bottles, and now 1 am able
to dd all cf my work and my owa
'
:
'.washing.
1 think Cardu! is the best medicine In
the world. My weight has increased,
and I look the picture of health. "
!f you suffer front any of the ailments
peculiar to women.' get a bottle of Cardui
today. Delay is dangerous. We ' ow
it will help you, for it lias helped so
many thousands of other weak women
in the past 50 years,
At all druggists.

15,000-kilowa- tt

Adv.

Untimely Ee3.

Teals Dangker

Nowadays the electrical engineers
to se the great new station which
the electric light anil, power company
com,
has built in- 201st Street;.
parisou between the new station and:
the old Duane Street station
In connection
the new station, a unique and interesting problem
has arisen.; Several
on acoustics, afod' methods of silencing noise' Indoors;' and out have
been engaged by the company to Revise some scientific method of silencing the- - roar of three giant
turbine driven generators
with which the station is equipped.
The noise of these big generators- in
operation is so ,great that the property
owners in the neighborhood have complained. Two large doors In the front
of the building are left open all tilght,
and with the rush of the air from the
basement, generating room the roar of
the generatorfr is carried out Into the
night, disturbing the sleep of apart
ment dwellers a, dozen blocks away.

deaterB.

MISS WILSON TO

Holler no Dealt. Pre.

Ufka-'c-

go'

.

afev

ipopiTEii;;

Over, It was the Dwuio street stolon
which helped to give New York the
distinction of lifiviyg the firet oleo-trrlighting system in the world. The
generating station was built in 891
and at the time was hold t be- a
wonderful achievement and show place
which engineers came from everywhere to see,,

1.914,
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Oil WIPE

;ri.FQRTHE:'GRIP;;:.;;
Peruna h Sometimes UsedWUh
Goad Result! 'C4

over the abdomen: end the arms raided, with the hands over the face. It
thusi shows a' striking resemblance to
the- skeletons of the same period
found in. Egypt; "'
.f

GOLF REDUCE S

A

-

'

DIG RULER'S

.

--

MARCH 23, 1914.

A Ptreat many
people use peruTavi-cabhave made their appear
na for the grip.
Some use- tt as ance in. Rome, with a scale of prices
soon as the' grip remarkable for their reasonableness.
;1
isi (
begins, taking; it In the day time. the tariff Is fourteen
.. ;
' during the acute
cents for tbe first half mile, and then
stage of !the. diSUCCUMBS
TO
sease, claiming two cents fpr each, additional six hun AFGHANISTAN
for it great efH- -. dred feet. At night these rates are
CHARMS OF THE WEST--'
""cacy in shorten--in- g increased to,. sixteen and three cents
;
.,,.' ERN SPORT
the. disease,
t
ride
a n d. especially respectively. Three persons may
J in
28.
h ftpidi Jtkt at theso prices. Extra persona above
Kabul, Afghanistan, March
... Mrs. Jane Gift.
tne after Btages: three: pay eight cents a trip! Two This country, which, has- kept itself
Many people take it after they have hundred of these vehicles already are as free as toy "place in the Orient
bad the grip. Their convalescence is in
operation, and it is probably only from, western institutions, has finallyslow; They have suffered along. ftr a
month or two, without any signs of a question of time when the well succumbed to the chdrms of golf.- The
Then they resort known Rennan one horse cab will be sponsor of the royal and ancient game.
complete recovery
to Peruna as a tonic with splendid a
is the, amir himself, who' is vrapidly
thing of the past.
'
results.,
.
an expert player under tute
Gift,-K1.
becoming
Jane1
P.
P.
.Mrs.
Athens;
Dr. Luigl Lambon, of Ixndon, is lage of a Scottish mining engineer.
Ohio; whose portrait appears above,
would have been again in Italy to prove his theory that This Scotchman came to Kabul look
writes:' "I think-dead long ago if it had hot been for
;'.
He
Peruna. Six years ago I had la grippe pellagra, a disease akiu to elephan ing for, mining concessions.
and
called
Italian
'sometimes
came
see
to
tiasis,'
The
doctor
brought with him his bag of clubs on
very bad.
me every day, but I gradually grew leprosy, is, due to a parasite la' pot the jemote chance of finding golf
worse. I told my husband I thought able water.
''':'
in a country, which had cherish
I would surely die if I did .not. get lr. .Lambori is widely known for (inks
ed
soon.
against any game
t''. '..''
relief
:
;','."''..
"One day I picked- up the hewsf his studies of malaria. He has de; piayed with . a ball since the time of
paper and accidentally found a testil voted five years to the s,tudy of pell Omar .Khayyam, and soon discovered
jTiofiial' ;of a woman; who had been
and he has in his employ man- that the monarch was fonder of, talk:cured of grip by Pfcruna.' I told my agra
servant
to
He
went
suffering with pellagra .on- ing sport than business,,. When he
husband I wanted
try it.
directly to the drug store and got a whom he-- is experimenting to prove spoke enthusiastically, of '.'the Scottish
bottle, of Peruna. I could see the im- his' theory that the disease is neither
royal game,- tht amir lost no time in.
provement in a very short time ana
contagious nor inouraole. rie will de putting a. corps of sappers and miners
was soon able to do my work. I continued, using it until I was entirely, vote his time here this spring almost
constructing a, ;coutse under
cured."
,
to the study of Infected water the direction; 'of the. visitor.
Since
entirely
Mr. Victor Patneapde, 328 Madson In
h&tf become a deto
discover
the
time
the
amir
the
effort
that
supposed
''Twelve
St., Topeka, Kas., writes:
years ago I had a severe attack of la parasite and find ' a means of exter- voted exponent of the game and he
;
has attained a fair degree of profici
grippe and I never really recovered minating
my health and strength, but grew
It
has been asserted for yean- that ency. But pu. matter what his skill,
was
unable
weaker every year, until I
he bids- fair to remain champion of
petfagra comes from excessive
.; '.,'
to work..
'
'
of Indian- ccrn,
"Two
the country, for it is not considered
I
..;
years ago began using Peruna and it built- up my strength so
politic to defeat a man who .enjoys
that hi a couple of months I was able
.William Furnishes' Fun. .
the power of fife and death over every
to go to work again. This winter I
28.
found
has
March
one
of his subjects.
Berlin,
Europe
of
la
but
had another attack
:
grippe;
Peruna soon drove it out of my sys- amusement in', the financial
The game has reduced the girth of
tem. My wife and I consider, it a
of Prince William .of Weid, the amir and improved his health, but'
household remedy."' '
was
who
forced to 'arrange all the he is afraid of overdoing it, bo at
Thosa who object to liquid medicine can now obtain Peruna Tablet. preliminaries of his ascent to the his winter capital he, is. having built
a miniature links de luxe, limited in
throng of Albania on credit.
Not until the last moment before size and as smooth, as a tenhis lawn.
in a condition of not realiaiti!; tho en- his
departure from Berlin did the Here he will play; the game, without
ormity of what he had done,'succeed Jn get- any of the bunkers or hazards usually
young monarch-elec- t
"In the majority of cases these ting any of the ?1,000,000 loan which provided by the
ordinary course.
severcrimes arouse the pity, not the
had been arranged by the powers.
ity of the jurors. If the accused is The result was that he was unable to
A Strong Fort
';
1,
acquitted the reason will not be found meet the bill of $750 for moving his ...peshawur, India, March 28. With
in sentimentality or distortion of the
personal effects and furniture to the secrecy and speed unusual in public
human sefise of justice, but Tather in
at Durazzo. The shipment was work, English army engineers are
palace
the conviction of, the jurors that hu entrusted, to the German
agent of the rushing to completion' the fprt and
man agencies should not inflict. fur- Austrian State
railways, who finally roads of Khyber pass; o make it a
ther penalties upon the man before obtained orders from Vienna to send Gibraltar
against invasion from ihe
them, who, having made a victim of the bills for transportation to the north. As domestic unrest grows in
an
the victim of
another, is himselfAustrian foreign office.
India, the fear of fTie Mussian bear
'
V
inexorable fate.
Austria also paid the railway fares and the unruly states between Russia
"We shall prove before the court "of and hotel bills .of the new monarch and the Indian
empire increases, and
assizes that the Charlton drama
on his round of state visits to the England is clearly determined not to
'
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AMERICAN ON TRIAL IN COMO
WILL TALK TO THE JURY
IN' ITALIAN
.

mill

.

,

"

Italy,' March 28. Porter1
the . young American, who
killed his wife, Matty Scott Charlton,
when they were spending their honey- juuuu uere in J une, isiu, nag acquired
a sufficient knowledge of' Italian to.
avau nimsetr. cv tne privilege unaer
the Italian law to be the first and last
to address the,jurors before whom he
Is to be tried on the charge of murder.
Sympathy for the accused youth has
been demonstrated frequently during
his detentioa in the San pomeno. pail,
aio.ee , extradition from .the United
States .last August. Willie Charlton;

Comet;
IMiariton,

G
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country his lawyers hare been
'in

i

his .favnr.

1in nhihHt ravin inn. in

The. effect,

work- -

apparent. Visitors to
me jail are many ana privileges nave
been erranted to the tirisoner bv the
director and. keepers of the Jail. His
meals are served from the outside.
Good food and daily exercise in the
court yard of the Palace' of Justice
have kept him in. fine health.
1

'

..

it

-

case w tried, delays being due to
tended investigations undertaken
'

J)bth

sides--

.

ex-

".

toy

'

.:.

Charlton's, lawyers have .' been ' getting In touch with numerous witnesses
In America1.' Twenty tf them have,
been subpoenaed, aad it is expected
that several may appear- personally
before the court of assies at Como to

.

embar-rassme-

.

'

psychological condition of the
d.

tfecus- -

(

While the case is new in the sense
,c
11
i
n is illua ureii nine an Aiuericaij
citizen, has been extradited and tried
in Italy, it does not differ greatly from
the
crimea of passion, so
frequent, here.
vV,; ,
,
"Studying the terrible drama, we
have become convinced iand will .dem
onstrate," say Charlton's lawyers in a
sketch of the theories they will pursue, "that air obscure and inevitable
fatality presides over these, awful
crimes, which go from love to death,
from the idyll to tragedy, by which a
liuman life is suddenly cut short by
the hand of a creature who loved,-anwho still 'passionately loves, and who
after the crime remains , terrifle.d,
weakened and stunned by what he
has done, Incapable of believing that
the blood was shed by him.
"Charlton, of weak character, inexperienced, overwhelmed by the artful
attractions of Mary Scott, was cap
tured by an almost pathological fascination, had his conscience weakened
and enslaved and became the easy
tool of incoherent and illogical excesses.,
"To prove this we have added to
the documents of the trial the interviews with Dr. Procaccini, major of
the roya! navy, who traveled as royal
commissioner aboard the steamer
which brought Charlton from New
L
It
uiai

1

.

'''''.''
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'having studied Charlton for about two
weeks expressed the opinion that at
the time of the crime he was in a
tate of 'moral infancy,' and therefore

-

'

;

due to an aberration which upset the
normal mental faculties of the accused. This will clearly appear from the
interrogation of witnesses, and our
contention will be further supported
by the testimony of Italian alienists."
An Old Skeleton Found
The only complete skeleton, in Italy,
of a dog of the Stone Age, is now on
view in the Ancoma Museum. The animal following Its master, is believed
to have roamed the, valley of the Po
several "thousand years ago. Dog and
man were buried together, and their
bones are today displayed in the an
cient tomb from which they were un
" ' ,'
earthed.
'This
paiustris Eutimeyer"
to give this ancient dog its official
name-'-w- as
evidently a cross between
the dog of today and the jackal.- The skeleton of the m?n .aisa is
highly interesting because of peculiar manner in chtch it Is hunched
The Ih'.gh bones ar
'
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capitals of Europe and furnished the
steamer to take him to Durazzo. The
gorgeous uniform which the" prince designed for his state entry was turned
out by the Austrian court tailor, and
the Albanian notables, who came to
d
the prince's German home at
to offer to him the Brown, borrowed in Vienna the money for the
first payment on that necessary piece
v
of royal equipment.
The crown consists of a circlet of
gold set with turquoises, above which
are six intersecting arches of gold,
suporting at the apex the "white star
of Skanderberg."
Skanderberir .was
the Albanian national herr and last
defender of Christian and national
interests in the Balkans against the
invading Moslems. He spent his boyhood as a Turkish captive and embraced Mohammedanism, but finally
escaped to Albania, organied an in
surrection, and established an Alban
ian principality which he successfully
defended against both Turks and Vehi
etians for 25 years during Uie fifteenth century. Prince William's son
and heir, Prince Carol Victor, born
May 19, 1913, will, it is announced,
be renamed Skanderberg and ultimately become Skanderberg II of Albania,
should the kingdom continue its pre
carious existence until that time.
Good judges of Halkan conditions
here assign an existence of not more
than lfT years tq the new kingdom, and
the German foreign office is convinced that William may even lose his life
.
within that period. ;;'
Neu-wie-
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"Show ma your friends and I will tell you who you are," 14
a saying old and true. No beverage ever bad such n large circle-oI.pynl friends as Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey. Its
popularity Is not limited to any particular section Sunny Crook
is a universal favorite everywhere It is a safe, sane, s.tiV
iy ',?(
flavor, rich mellowness,
ulant, and this,' combined with
Brook
for
tmric
lis on
and high
Sunny
properties, hve earneii.,
r""- :VtVj
;
wide supremacy. ' Sunpy Brook is bottled under 'be Green Government Stamo
unmistakable proof that it is "straight, nirtnral whiskey IOC ,j
U. S. Standard besides Sunny Brook carries the iraarante of tlie
tint it i:
U -t Li ..I'.ci of Fine Old Whtkey in the World,
,
y
jicalty dmtllleil, and aged, in the good, old, honf-tI .c
fiTINNY BROOK h now botitrd with our own
or reborns mm
une livvc
fipiifin.
--
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No iNeed for Cork Screws
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THE JOY OF DANCING EXERCISE
Very fewwonlenor.men seem to care
to tango or get dancing exercise unless they are assured the freedom
from aching feet that Allen's Foot- to be
En.se, the antiseptic powder,
shaken into the shoes, always .gives.
Since ..the tendency to hold dancing
p5.rt.1iis has become almost tt daily and
hourly necessity in every community,
so the
the sale of Allen's Foot-Easdruggists report, has reached the high-watmaik. Sold Everywhere 25c.
Trial package FREE. Address Allen
'

S. O'mMfrt,

r;v,

N. Y.

Adv.

ri.. ,n Truth That's Worth Money
Ii"-ifand Tar for a
.g
or
may eavw you both sick- S
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M
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F. Monahan, Men
"I am exposed
"
i i
si nl rr and I find Fo
'
1 r C npound always
y
i
1 m ,ii "(,) I nhnpe when I
'
e
tr I ivo s bad coar'n. 1
sawd iu fai,y." Refuas, filj. nvib'

net

Vis, says:
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.creditors bwaii'e Hie invetmi-nito
nial.o
wi.a
tl.ur
lijo.oi
l' ;
C
To
not turii. out. ptohtabiv' is &tuclste!vr
indefensible, aud, :& jar the covocu
A Real UvEult to FoivVo UVfaitiuuf
r Wll'P, till h i.1 B'?IV.l-r- t
'IW
never brt.n rjioTid fo by cvtrj
mofat backward ff tb Pjj..'IjU A s
7w
caij republics."
The i'ixit InlLutufcrj tSJi't a ri :
jial is now bt'oro tho forc.in (i t' t
OVER $75,000,000 COMING TO BRITr
'1
seturi) a settlement of
FOR ;.
ISH HOUSEHOLDERS
ii
but.
against Honduras,'
very tie i'"t "
"'
VOLD NOTES
is
entertained
of
it
being
fuct
nt
niatvera
moKt
One of the
lmportfint
ir,
whidi women concern rliiiuinotypB in nitflr The antouut, :duj' by .HflndUrv
future status e a (rrandinotln'r.o- - And she
la.
London, March 28. Nine southern Is
iuteresV
$l'21,03Q,t!''O
or
rougWy
Irorfte
knows
wbo
w8dom Itself
states of the United. States now owe of that Bmiou remedy. Mother's Friend. As ,'fio interest' has "been 1 ;tij
Is an extm-na- l
.application for the if-7This
British bondholders a, total ; of more abdominal
and the rate on two 'of the r
nd brefrt- - It cerurascJe
influence, sllayB lt was ten
wonderfiii
has
a
not
than $75,000,000,
Including interest tainly
per ceutth'e amount u l,ut-fear, banishes all pain,: Is a izast grateful
on account of debts which have 'been eiicoaraeewent
t tbe yoans, expectant made "up of 'unpaJd interest
in default from 40 to TO years accord-- mother, aad permits her to go through tne
period happy io blind, free In body ana
x
x
.
,1, . ..
Chrdnic Stomach Troublis Cured
nig 10 a epori 01i nv council or, iu thus destined to anticipate woinan'is gmat- There is nothing more discourse In?
est
happiness as nature Intended she Bhould.
corporation of foreign, bondholders.
The actloB of Mother's Friend makes tne than: a chronic- disorder' of t& ftroi
This association, organized 40 years Muscle?- free, pliant and responsive to ex- ach. Is it
m.iny
TaliB all strain and tension upon,
ago to protect, the Interests of hold- pansion.
the nerves and ligaments ,1s avoided, and,- suffer for years with .such an '"'r)f'.J
a
when
Is
cure
coners of foreign, securities,1 has for .many In place of a period of utaejwniorO and
witlis U i"
permanent
dread, it hi a season otcftlin repose reach and may be had for a tr ..
eequent
11
states
on
had
its
years
foreign
and joyful expectation.
"About one year. ' ago,' .'says' P. II.
no nausea, no morning skb
black list but this year the republic
Tnere
a
of. Wakeleo, Mich.. "I bou'-Th- t
Beck,
none
no
nervous
of
that
twitching,
of Guatemala, under pressure from the nesa,
constant strain known, to go many women, package of Chambcrla.in's Tablets, an.J.
reajly oue 'ef tho sirvce U'Jng tliem I hnve felt p'r.fo
foreign office, has resumed, payments' hence Mother's FYiend la eould
be, devised.
blessings that
well. I had previously used an 7 na-after a default extending pVer ' 14 greatest
This guIeEdid- and certain remedr can he ber of d.fferent medicines, but rti!.
and
of
bad
at
a
$1.00.
bottle,
any
druggist
years.,!
.',.
Is sure to Drove of Inestimable value, not or them were of any laBtJM" fceaefiiL"'
The elimination of Guatemala," only upon the mother,
but upon tlie health For sale by all dealers. Adv.
of the child. Writo
says the report, leaves the unenvi- and future Co.,
132
Lamar
Bldg., Atlanta,
Regulator
NEW ALLAN LINER DELAYED
able distinction of defaulters to the Oa for their book to expectant mothers.
March 28. This was tho
Liverpool,
states
of
Honduras, and nine
republic
date originally fixed for the soiling of
of the United states of America;
ceeds of which were Invested, in. the tbe new steamship Caiairian. of tht
namely, Arkansas, Alabama, Florida,
and ' developmetit of 'AUanJlne on bof roaidn trip toAmer-Ica- ,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North eptablishment
,but owing to tbt fact thai sores
West two banks. So long as the banks
Carolina,; South Carolina
and
the
made
flourished
has been experienced la putting
good
profits
delay
Virginia,"
It has not been possible to obtain interest on the loans was paid; but the finishing touches to the Venel it
"bad has been found necessary to. tivM
reliable- information with regard to when, owing to over speculation,
came
and
got into her departure for several weeks.
most of these debts, but it is under- times
In n. slatep vessel, of,
made
this the
difficulties.
Mississippi
stood that the loans were contracted
will bo placed la servir.o.
and
all
Alsatian
further pay
for public Improvements, and dO not excuse for ceasing
'
and MoutreaL
state
to
between
a
the
ments
For
bondholders.
Liverpool
include confederate bonds or' war
debts.
With the. exception of Alabama's
debt, of which no reliable information
is obtainable, the amounts owing Brii
FOLEY'S j
ish bondholders are estimated as fol

SOUTIIERNSTATES
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lows:

Arkansas
Florida ..:,'..'..
Georgia

I ,'

8,700,000
7,000,000

:

l

.:s

.

'.r

,

Louisiana

...

Mississippi'

.

.

.0,000,1)00

..

...... 7,000,000
12,600,000
....... 6,000,000

. . .

North Carolina
South Carolina
West Virginia.

.15,239,370

,

';'.'..

'

f 75,239,370,

Of these debts the report, which
is signed, by Viscount Goschen, the
new chairman, says.
;
"It Is indeed deplorable that these
-

prosperous and progressive states of
the great American union take. no
be attacked ip. the rear in the event steps to settle their defaulted debts,
and it seems, to say the least of It,
..
of a native rt,llion. ; Two years ago the road across the an anomaly that the United States
famous pass was' hardly more than should, insist on compliance with, its
a trail, for pack animals, but today obligations by a country like Sauto
Khyber is traversed by two roads .Domingo when so many of the states
suitable for the fastest and heaviest withiii its own borders are not observ
military' traction.- '. The defensive ing their own engagements.
"These excuses put forward by
vorlis have been- constructed with
are manisuch secrecy that jone' of the details these states by
are known to the public. It is be- fold, but they may be generally classlieved that the natural battlements ed under three beads:
"(1) North, Carolina pleads that her
formed by the cliffs above, the roads
are honeycombed with hidden em- defaulted obligations were contracted
brasures behind which great moun- while the state was being administertain guns lie hidden. Competent en- ed by the federal government after
gineers believe that unless the de- the civil wa. The answer to this of
fending force is cut off from the south course, Is that tne Dondnoiaers nave
the pass can be defended by a small nothing to do witl) differences between
garrison even' against a host such as the states and the federal governthe ancient invaders of India brought ment. One or the other must be redown from the north.
sponsible for the issue of the loans in
question, and it is most unfair that
the state should refer its creditors to
Criminal Museum Closed
London, March 28. Because it was the federal government and that the
becoming as, great an attraction for federal government should refer them
the morbid as the Paris morgue, the back' again to the" state. Tennessee
criminal museum of Scotland Yard for many years adopted the same attihas become practically closed to ail tude as North Carolina; but the farmexcept those who can show some er was wise enough to realize that
good reason for desiring to visit it. no state can maintam Its position in
The museum has never been opened the world of credit which attempts to
to the genera! public, but it has not justify tha repudiation 0? cbligat
been difficult to obtain admission. by excuses which, in the case of inNow a permit must be secured from dividuals,, would ' not be tolerated in
the second ' commissioner of police, any civilized court of law, and thereand the visits, can only be made on fore came to a settlement with the
one of two days in the week.
holders of Its bonds.
During the past year it became
"(2) Louisiana alleges that there
quite the, rage for society women to were irregularities of some kind or
obtain permits to view the gruesome another in connection with
relics which the place contains, and Of most of her repudiated;Abcmds.
li
complaint was made that the museum would, of course, put an end to r:
was being turned into a sideshow credit if a state, on discovery that if
for the gratification of the morbidly own officials had atced incorrectly Jn
curious. Some of the relics are de- the
of the issue of a loan, recidedly ghastly, and these are dis pudiated
for the
played with a lack of reserve wnieh money obtained from the
public.
according to the. Scotland Yard au There is, however, one 1ssu, cr part
thorities did not in!ce rrxed parties of ah ' issue,' known as1 "aby". bonds,
of visitors desirable. Besides the im
concerning which net even the foreplements used in the commission of going excuse cau bo pleaded. Tni this
famous crimes, perhaps the most' in- case, in
spite of tbe fact that tlr--j
teresting exhibits in the place are bonds oro expressed on their frtce to
death masks, .formerly made of every ie i 'uPd br the state of Tiouldi-.n!
criminal exei t d s.i Ei
m accordance with the state's constit
tution, and although ihey are c ;'
(
c
"y Btdind, oa arrears of
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throat, use it. It
gives satisfactory results.
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that will not injure tli
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Airs. 0"i.Jky ii u ljedly popular
in Las Vegas.,. She ia the instructor
of about 20- pu.piJs-.tpiano and violin
ami nas attained marked success. She
has made a study of music for the
past 20 years and although she has
attended institutions in various west
ern cities, yet the study which she is
to take in New ;York this year undoubtedly will be the most thorough

?,
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Women Will Work

Mrs. Myers Hostess
'
.
.
,
.
For the Library.
To Round Dozen
af:
A large number of society women
Tbe Round Dozen met Thursday
of the city plan, to attend tbe polls ternoon With Mrs. F. L, Myers at a
J.V.I'll V
nil- - - . J.'lwW.
B
at the coining city election a week delightful session. Tbe afternoon was
from next Tueiday for the "purpose-o- concluded
ilh the serving of r'fresh- publWH-tby
saving the Carnegie public library mnots. present were Mrs. E. L. Ham
TK2
PUBLISHING CO.
These women., display
admirable mond, Mrs. C. S. Losoy, Mrs. L. V.
'. '
lliiMrpor.itod)
energy and public spirit in that they Crocker, Mrs. C. H. Schirmer,' , Mrs .
Up-lo-Da- te
are willing to leave their, households F.
and
0; Blood, Mrs. W.. J. Lucas
'
to
i, "
defend
of
career.'her
.
which,
,
Mrs."c. W. Veaner.
public institution,
.
",.
.Edi-jf- .
H, PADGETT. .
Mrs. O'Malley
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ness visitor la Las Vegas today.- - He
'
bio, where she visited her parents.
arrived last night', 5); T. Sylaiid of Denver Is la Las
VegaB and will remain here for some
I1UTCIIINSGN UPSETS
'
.. ....
time as a visitor.'
R. R. Champion, principal of the
schools at Onava, came In last night
ANY OLHBEGEIES
.'
...
for. a short business visit.
Aljaa Humphries, a commercial man
from St.. Joseph,' Mo.,, was a business HE IS A DOCTOR WHO' HAS NOT
BEEN AFRAID TO ENTER
visitor In Las Vegas today. '
NEW FIELDS '
NaK. D. Raynolda of the First
tional bank left last night for Santa
'
" 'Much Interest Is being manifested
Ke on. a short business visit
"W. W.- Johnstone, connected with in the lecture on "Foods and Foolishhe state engineer's office at Santa Fe, ness,"- which !will be given Tuesday
came In last night for a hort busi- night In the Duncan opera house "by
rR. Woods Hutchinson, the last atness visit ::
water
service traction on the Y. M. C. A. lyceum
J. B. Powers, of the
came
itt last course. Dr. Hutchinson, while ha upat
Santa
Fe,
department
short business visit In sets a number of well known theories,
night for
is no crank or faddist, and his rethis cifly.
Mr. ,and Mrs. F. Solomon of Den- marks are listened! to with Interest by
ver arrived In Las Vegas last night the physicians and surgeons aa well
and will remain here for some time as by the public. This is rather exas visitors.
traordinary, as medical men have a
Mrs. F. L. Myers left last night for habit of condemning men who take
Albuquerque, accompanied by her two exceptloa to theories that have been
daughters, Misses Frances and Mil taught la the profession for years.It la exepeeted that a large number
dred Myers. The three will spend the
of people, In addition to the season
weekend with Albuquerque friends;
Miss Hazel Sanford, a school teach- ticket holders, will attend the lecture,
er, returned.'' to her'tio'me this after' as Dr. Hutchison's writings have been
noon at Santa i'e, wne'r'e she will re- read widely toy readers of the Saturmain. Miss Sanford has been teach- day Evening Post and other publicaing la a country district near this tions and his name Is a familiar cog'
nomen to American, people.
'ity. '
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WILL KEEP EID3A ROAD

PEDSONALS

SIM

IN THE BEST

e

HIGHWAY COMMISSION MIRES
MAN TO WORK BETWEEN
AND THE LINE

d

started on ai runway
Is to be built oa th Watrous-L- as
'Vegas road, just north of the stock
Work

yards. This work was begun this
week and 'when' compreted the Toad
will be perfect as far as ruts' or bad
places go. - The condition of the highway proper Is reported to be in exceli.
lent shape,.. '".
The place where this runway Is being built is at a point where a natural
ditch passed throughi the road, necessitating a sharp turn and. thus forcing
automoblllsts to slow down.-- The spot
also is rocky and for this reason It
was necessary that repairs bo effected
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' We pay 2 per cent on
Checking Accounts,-

1 0NIOUT
...

,'

f

'

1
(

X7IIAT IS

IT?

T worked hard yesterday and eam?d a dollar. I might hove fpent it !i a minute, tut I" did hoU
I may spend it and start tomorrow bankrupt I may sava it and
The dollar is my yosterday.
not work at all, because my, yesterday's dollar will j',ay for tie nervice cf another who-- may c
work bPtter than myself." A dollar is really a part of a inaa'U Ure and aJA6 guards his health ta t.ti
are of .tha tuturs, so should he guard his dollars' to secure tll. full service of. tie jwsf- c-

vill hold

P1M1ES

:

A DOLLAR.

"

mmm

F.'V

K.

DECIDE UPON ADVISABIL
ITY OF A FUSION WITH
THE REPUBLICANS
'

WILL

:

ft

pei oerjt on Savings Accounts,

PEOPLES BAKE

''TRUST CO.

-

.

--

,

at

8, 1914.

gine for hauling and plowing or sqrap-ing- .
but It may bo converts Into a
roller and thus used both on the coun
try roads or in the city for the roll
ing of. the. streets. The- commission
announces that the tractor will arrive
here within the course of the next
two wfieks.

a,

SATURDAY, MARCH

onco.

Ireneo Padilla has been hired by the
road commission to take charge of the
road between Sapello and the Mora
county line. Mrv Padilla is employed
by the month and will work continually on the roads, repairing the bad
spots and maintaining the condition of
tlie highway to the best possible standard.' .'.
Tba!CitmmlHBion has announced that
tho purchase of the gasoline, tractor,
which was to ha,e been'ibought from
the. International Harvester company,
has been given up and that a steam
tractor has been ordered. The gasoline tractor Is not guaranteed to do
tht work necessary in this country
and consequently tho commission .was
forced to- order a steam tractor:,)
'. The machine
purchased Is made"iy
the Case company, and Is .guaranteed
to do all necasisary work. The tractor
will bo valuable not only as an en,

:

-

-

A
lias been, issued by the dem
ocratic city central committee for the
ciliy primaries of that party to be
held this evening at the Douglas, ave
nue school and at the city hall, The
primaries are to begin at 7:30 o'clock
and the central committer is anxious
that large delegations of democrats
turn out.
Tho primaries will elect delegates
to tha city convention and will decide
tho question as-twhether the demo
crats shall ratify the fusion with the
republican party.. The only matter
that remains to be settled on this
point Is whether the democrats are
satisfied with the nominations offerr
ed them by the opposing party under
the agreement. There Is some dispute
over the nomination of the alderman
from tho Fourth ward. The members
of the city central committee of the
democratic party say that there will
be no trouble over this point, but they
wish all those who nave grievance to
offer to turn out at the primaries
this .evening.
Tlie First and Fourth ward primaries will be held at the Douglas avenue
school and the Second and Third
wards will meet at the citty hall.
.
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GOES
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'

E. D.

" '

iefferson R"ynoIds, President. '
S. B. Davis, Vice President
RaynoWs, Vice President

Hallet Fa'yncMs, Cashier.
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IL Erie Hoke, Assistant Casbiet.
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PLAY
AMERICAN OPF.N GOLF CHAMPtWM
WILL MEET THE BEST
FOREIGNERS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

O? LAS VEGAS. N. M.
Boston, Mass., March
thousands of American 'golf .enthusCapita!, S1C3.C00; Surplus and Unaided ProKls, S23.CC3.
iasts will wish success t ITiancis
Ouimet, the American op"fl. ohampicn,
when. ho. sails for England next week
In every depssLiiment . of Banking we
to take part in the British amateur
axe
to give the best of ssrvice
c!:amiionship tournament,
"uimet w;ill not be the only Americai. pinker who will make, a bid ior
the, Frl.Jsh title in, the., griaZ tcuica-m- t
to taka place on the; Sandwich
tefi-ncs- f
F&tiJ ess Tissio ''nzzzh-fitiks iu May, Other" Americans .who
art scheduled to take pait are jaiWe
tv jiaveis,. the holder of ths natii-nu- l
umaiour title; Fred Herraschoff, twice
runner-uin the- .national (imatcur expert Oie greatest honor an amateur
Manager" rieper, of the" LawrW-'- i
championship, and Schmidt, Lockwood can win in tha United States the New England league team, ha elf and
and Marston, all crack performers on open championship, wrested from a the younger brothers of Christy Malb- i field of the biggest, best and classiest evson and Smoky1 Jfo Tvrood.
?
the links.
Both,
GOJlllEP.CliillSllr.SUST
In this galaxy of American .stars golfers ever assembled In America,
."'
boys are pitchers. '
From caddy to open champion of
Joe Oeschger, the Phillies'
young Ouimet is pretty sure to ,, reE PBOVED A FACTOR ceive the most attention on the other the. .United States in a period of fivs player from California, costyoutMul
T'reai-deside. His name has been as familiar years is a record tliat is not likely to
Baker $3,500. Ha played n;m
in England as In this country ever be duplicated. Jn many years to come. the. St. Mary's College tcorrt, wilfi
OTHERWISE MAN CANNOT BE PRO since he defeated Vardon and
whkh Harry KraOso also Waa 6v?l
Ray,
SECUTED UNDER THE WHITE
the famous English .'professionals,, In
oped.
SLAVE ACT
the national open tournament last fall. WOIGAST-HAHESKOSSManager McGraw of tho Giasis U
Vardon and Ray, the pick of the
taking no chances thew days of in.;
of world's
Chicago, March
professional golfers, came ovregulars jumping the' job. JIm.iwr
the attitude of federal officials here er from England last summer and
WHILE HITTING UIVAL
toward violations of the Mann act, in toured America mooting nil comers.
long term contracts.
which the "white slave" motive does What they did to.. the "all comers"
It ha3 been a great
"fr io
not appear, was given today when was little-less
WAY OF yannigans with the GlaatB and K-- tl
than brutal. All tho BOXER HAS PECULIAR
James L. Bruff, superintendent of the two pros had to do was to walk out
DRAWING AND EXPELLING
Sox. The two rookie outfits I.:-- , .
HIS BREATH
local bureau of investigation, of the on the links, turn around and walk
shon up their big brokers o cl'.cu
department of justice declined to take right off again, incidentally taking
la the-- practice
ttnt the tor 5
action againt P. C. Maston of Lon& with them the winner's share of the
luii? Wob'ast, the boxer who is to of the reiujirtt liivts fiovin.
i.
Island City.
meet Young Duran h?ro Friday night,
The services of rreJdent r.-j.- ".
t
prize mpnejv '
Maston was arrested yesterday on
Then came the open championship might rightfully be named the musical as a schedule maker are Jn rA
old stenograph tournament at' Brookline,' Mass;, Jt fighter. Wolgast has a habit of task
complaint of a.
about this time cf (he yr.tr. H
er, who said that Maston took her promised more soft money for Vartfon ing a whistling noise as ho goes boss .of th& Pirate hna just completed
with him to Kansas City and kept her and Ray, but the 'promise failed' of through, his boxing' exercises and when a schc-duJfor
V'eatern C nvi,:
t
t
there four days.
fulfillment. The pair of veterans show- he prepares to land a Ug right to his (T wlli;;l,t) Lerjrue, in wh'( ti
"I have taken no action, inasmuch ed greater stuff from Tuesday till trainer's jaw he emits a short, stubby gamco are uot'started until 6
cU.ti
as .there is no element of commercial- Friday of tournament week and look- whistle just as the landing i taking
,;
ism evident in tha case,'''' said "Mr, ed like sure 'winners. But after Fri- place.- ';':.'
;
With so many "B's" in the tn
Bruff today. "Maston certalntly meant day's play they found themselves tied ' The clever boxer worked out last camp of the Athletics it tr.-:.,- j
U
no good to the girl, but apparently for the title with Ouimet, a mere boy night before a large delegation of look like ;iof.htrr st!n.? for the ofh.
she did not object at the time, and in years whQ had gained his first ex- fans and proved to be as much of an Amerifan le!;u8 teams wili t.- she was old enough to know what perience on the links as a caddy. ..
idol to the bugs as evor. Wolgast has world's chapa corjfi.'.i3,'
tcu"
The triple tie was played off on ono 'talent In ;th? gilme which should afain ricKt CVto-x'fjie was doing."
"Vi;S ti.'n ?r.,,.- sluable to" him in Ma- career.
Munielpaljudge Uhier issued a war- Saturday. Ouimet, eager for the fray, ba
rant for abduction against Maston. ' jumped righi mt, hustled over the That is tee ability to take pinisslnnent Brown, Paldwin, .V'':'u i'i': i.
X'
" tcourse, turned in a card, of 72 and Frequentty in his training hast vniat lioardmun and a
was home eating his supper before Wolgast would allow bis trainers to a rookie pitcher.
MEDIATION COAED IS
the two English wonders realized they land stiff blows to his facd and body
had been defeated. la recognition of without returning one bf them. ' Ha Is
'
his Ibrillliantt (performance that day a clever lad,-- but '.his. real ability is
TO BE OYEIiLOOIiED Ouhnot
was presented with a gold yet to be seen when he meets the clevWITH THE EOXtRS ,
modal inscribed:
"Francis Ouimet, er Duran.
a
'
COULD COUPLER WORKS LAYS open champion, after tie with H. VarDuran has little trouble' in securing
DOWN AN ULTIMATUM TO
don and E: Ray. The Country Club,
Bob
wiil jc ''; a Vent ,v: I
training partners. His frlend3 gather
THE STRIKERS ' "
Brookline, Mass., September 18, 1913." at his quarters, and boxers are num- sail for Australia siii-- r IU bout wk'i
So it is not to be wondered that erous.
Duran is displaying- unusual Sailor Grande In Oslii:iRj t montl.
Victor B;eyer, the Fitr-t'.UePew, L. T., March 28. General devotees of the game in the British ability, and each night brings bla: adriiiHiowr,
Superintendent George W. Ilayden of Isles are eag3rly awaiting an oppor- mirers to a point wnere they are more says there ia nothing Cu'.or; tt !'(i;!.pu
the Gould Couer works today severe tunity to ?;ive the young victor the than ever confident of the success of in the way cf a c:!;.-- b,vt
G ot,;
""
', U
ed all negotiations looking to a set. "once over."
Jtc'JcKrti-and
Eddla
Carpentirr
man.
their
tlement of the strike. His' announce. ' Young Ouimet was born' in rroclc-linNothing to it but Sini'li vhs:tt X
The boys will continue working out
ment came as a surprise to both, the
Mass, May,8 JS3S, tf T'jench-Irls- h all next week until Friday night. All Smith, the
middleweight, mo
members of the state board of mediparentage. $e hsarned his first fans interested should watch them Cave Smithr th,9 Aus'ralian cha- - ;".
ation a'lid the representatives' of the golf at the Country club or Brookilno,
in Sydney
JO.
closely to get a line oa the probable
"
The boat .with Willie Ritchie pi:
strikers, as a me'tlaij between the where he worked as & caddy In 1907. result
Ad Wolsafa r'ght hand on
company and a cor.irtiiueii of the men He won his first prize in 1309, when
I
was being arranged for this after- as a hih school student he won the
'f.
Ad';
fin
1'
'
noon. .
; "r V ;
out of its
...:, mtorsciiolastlc title. Two : ears lalt:" l
: C
Tha company's refusal to recognise bo; quit pchoof iO fngage in
j .
I'rajik iloran' who li' r rif.l
'
'
BAS2ALL'
KOTZ.
tho union and its proposition, to re- and thereafter his yolf practice vas
fight" Javk Johnsou' la .Ttae, 'T,l f
i,
'
for London, May 8. Frr.v i;
employ the men only as they were confi'u-.-J to Saturday afternoons and
'
'
"
will nelp p:' '.'
worg distcMfful to men and Bundu;.';
i :
rd Al
Arthur Griggs, farmer first baseman condition for the bout.'
of both of these clauses
On his Saturday afternoons Ouimet
a uiodirit-'itJowoa more golf honors than any other of the Cleveland Napa, has- joxaed im
Itvjgiif If am.
W. Hayden's statement e.iyss , piyer la Wacfachusetta. Ha rlajed BrooUlya Ft.di-r.iacroui-Imiu
"I am through v.itti tho ttata board williout piact;,c;' on lUiks he Lid nevIn nineteen, states it Is rnj
is t;io re A li i1 n' ; e t:w;
of mediation. I have submitted a er ss
bci'isre'aiid in the n,jj'ri(y of
iiu fmplovnr vi s. t. i y c
to tho ih-and they may hi3 touiT.riincts he cniitnrtd tha pro-m- i
either written' or veiwsu, frc
i
h
take It or fave it. I v. ill not tm.( t
r' honcrs ugalniit a fli'M of Oia Johnhy Evers.
";o-.i
2i- - Lj f..:r;
'
Yon it; 0'!a a h'l Is1' n I,'.' -- '
a committed of tha etriliers.
state's best players.
. t 1 r t
For. three successive years Ouimet dovn tho 1, r.ar job oi
"Tho company ia wiiliiij" to to'e
cte;1.
!
fir.i- - Brooklyn. Kupertas.
He tool. I" a
ok
mal.t rs tii(d to qiwilfy in tho nrt!.-''!!Its old men fnul (.
t
i 'hln six monies,
c:.
iiioso v io teur tournament and failed. Last fixture with the la
1
t om.i.
have been guilty of violence to the
Ijttch BohtiltA si
he ..isaiiiicd Jrt thi
"
OCi"
.1
wen cr the fUnt.
l.r t'..lillt
not
J'il'ji
y - i i'.s C'" '
' i f
!i unions aJ ftuh, ve
we t Vi
hoU r 'JO'.,! i
I. TiB wrs (":u
i I.'
j. ('
a.'.rt.-.-l tho policy cf 1'
Jtcri Ik t; ..'.,.,1 ap tiCii.''' V t l.'s n't
.
' h
',!! C . :...i. t wrs Vr.t' rar,-''.
1
? .
7
i hp, had oa V.'s way 10 f . .1 t i
i Anicric.n
i pealed to tt t .
' p i
1 t
f i i
1
.
r - ;o
28.-iT- !i

;
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CARDINAL.:.COTf
'

V

v1 v.' v'

I
YEARS OLD
llome. March
LOBBY
AND CAFL
Jerome
Maria Gottl, prefect of the propagan-- ;
.
tHORT ORDERS AND RCG'ULAR DINNER
da and one 'of tie most 'eminent mem
GOOD8 OBTAINABLE ALWATS HANDLED
BEST
THS
bers of the' sacred college, will be 8
years old tomorrow. Cardinal. Gottl,-iwill be' recalled;.; w&s, designated by
i
I'ope Leo XIII as his successor In the
ha,ir of St. Peter. But when, the time
am-to .elect the new. pope the. col
:
';;
lege of cardinals followed the. custom
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
of centuries by defeatlugf the c'andk
1U2
Meets every Monday clga.1 s
A. M. Regular com-- .
date selected by the la.te occupant of
'
munleation first and 0. a.
hall, on Do'iglag avenw m
throne,
in g o'clock,
v'lsitlug member are to
third Thursday
Notwithstanding his failure to be
we'tcome.-'J. C. .Went, frejav-denca
dia!ly
month.
.Vlaitrng
come the ruler of the church Cardinal
y
;
T.
3
brothers
in
Bahler.
Secretary : C. ft
cordially
Gottl baa long beeaa popular hero of
M. Cary, w. Mv H. S. Van Baily. 'Treasurer.
vited.
Uuy
f'
religious Rome. The story of his car-- ! RATES rOH CLASSIFIED ADVER- :" ,'V- -.
Petten, Secretary,"
eer has all the elements of the ronin-- '
TISEMENTS
F. O. E. Meets first and third' Te-- '
tic. He roaa with one bound' from obLA
VEGA COMMANDERY, Na
day evenings each mouth at Woo
ever
to
eminence, .He. baa'
scurity
Flv cent
per tin each Intention.
men hall. Visit! riff brothers cordial
M
TE
KNieHTS
PLAS Reg.
seemed to have behiud him, the' force Estimate tlx ordinary worda to a line.
.t3k
ilar
coaclare
Hrwly invited to attend.; C.' N. Douglaa
fwrvS
of unseen and mysterious power. Dif No ad to occupy lesa apace than two
u
W.
eacb usoti at Ma'
P.; Nicholas CaVdova, Secretr
toy
ficulties, apparently, insurmountable, itnea
All advertlaementa. charged
sonic
7:30
m.
at
Temple
H.
Dr.
p.
have melted away when he has come will be booked at
apace actually, set
M. Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme. Re
:
upon the, scene.
,.' .','. '.! without regard to.' number of words.
corder.
The cardinal Is a man of most hum- Cash In advlnce
preferred.
a
his.
been
LOCAL TIME CAN
ble origin,
father having
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROY
dock laborer at Genoa. .. lie received
A I.
KegUlar COB- his education in a Jesuit school at
East Pound
Genoa, but at the age of 16 was adeach month at Masonic
Arrive
DepiiTl
mitted aB ft novice to. the Order of
7:45 p.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. . p. No,' t.: . 7:20 p: to,
Barefoot Carmelites, the most austere
A.- - Rrinncjtr
H. n w n No. 4.', .11:54 p. m... ,. 11:59 p. m.
of the Carmelite orders.
Eventually
n.
No. 8. . , 2:25 a- - m..;... 2:30
.
Blood,
.
under
a
'v
Carmelite
monk,
Secretary,
became
he
. 1:35 p. m..... 2:00 B. B
No; 10.
the. name of Father Jerome." Just beO. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
West Bound
.
fore the death of Pius IX he became
4. Meets every
at.
Arrive
head of the motherhouse of the Bare-- ,
Monday
Depart
sV
erenine
MAIN
OPTIC'S NUMBER,
their hall on Sixth street All visIUng No.
. 1:10 p. m...., 1:35 p. n
foot Carmelites attached to the church
Dreuiren cordially Invited to attend No. 8.. . 6:35 a. m.... 6:40 a. a
of St Maria delta Scala, and in .1881
No. 7.. . 4:20 p. m.... 4:30 f. a.
t
he' was made superior general of the
j. rxieaenstme. v. o a
V. O.: T. M. Elwood. SrfitnTO.
No. 9.. . 6:35 p. m.. .. 7:00
order. It was while he was at the
Wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hed'gcock,
head of the order that he visited Eng
m
Hustling man or wo cemetery Trustee.'
land, the United States and numerous
man
wanted In each
representative
other countries and counselled even
18 to 50 years of age., To
locality,
. r. u.. ELivo
and
wider
Meets second and
greater austerity iu rules
join his socfety and introduce our
fourth Tuesday evening of each
f
services on the part of mendicants of
".
Part or full time; month Eiks home on Ninth etreet
memberships.
the order. ''.
and
?50 to. f500 "a month..; Every mem.
Donglas avenue. TlBitlngr brothers
In 1892 Cardinal Gottl resigned his
ber you. recommelid gives you t are
Office as superior general of the or
cordially Invited. Gor. Wm. J.
This
steady income each .month there Mills, Exalted
der and proceeded as special delegate
Ruler; D. ;W. Condon,
and dignified en
after.
Honorable
of the pope to Brazil, for the ppurpose
Secretary.
gagement. Experience is not re
of reorganizing the Roman Catholic
quired." Only one appointment in KNiGHTS AND
church there, the constitution, of
LADIES OF 8ECUR-IT-ieach locality; hurry and be the first
which , required extensive modifica
COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
to
Write
the
1253,
apply.
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
tions in consequence of the abolition
EMPRESS
Covington, Ky.
of the monarchy and the establish
first and third Mondays of each
rnent of a republican form of govern
8
month at p. m. Visltmg Knights aad
LADY OR GENTLEMAN fair educaFLOUR
ment. He spent several years in
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
In
to
our
as
act
tion,
representative
to
the
alike
Brazil, giving satisfaction
President; A. D. Tillman, Final
home town. Exclusive territory
"
Brazilian government and to the pon
.It
Mrs. A V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
cier;
'
giving you
unnec-cessarexperlenSe
given.
Selling
and
tiff by his spirit of conciliation,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague,
a
Show
We
furnish
capital.
present for doon his return to Italy was created a
how to build permanent busi- Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
you
cardinal.
ing something
ness that should, pay $2,000.00 first East Las Vegas, N. M.
Cardinal Gotti's knowledge of canon
you 'd do any
year. Staple line. Our, booklet,
law is asserted by many to be superL.
O.
O.
MOOSE
Meets
in'.
Youranc
"How to Start
second
Business for
way when you
ior to tnat of any other Member of
fourth
on
eacl
all.
self"
Free
Thursday
request.
evening
explains
learn how Much
the sacred college, wnile his generalAddress Box 1599, Philadelphia, Pa. month at W. O. W. hall. VIsitlni
ship, of the Carmelite Order has had
Betfer EMPRESS
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
the' effect of endowing him with
Davis, Dictator; p. A, Urn Secretary
FLOUR realb
!
prompt and thoroughly businesslike
J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. S4l
Made by GERhabits. He is a distinguished orator
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuei
and speaks French and Latin, with FOR SALE
MAN PROCESS
Cheap. Four room house
of the month In the vestry room
day
rare perfection.
..
and furniture. P. O- - Box 548.
uf Temple, Monteflore at 8 o'clock t
ONE COUPON FROM
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
Foley Cathartic tablets are entirely FOR SALE Bourboon Red Turkey vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
FIVE
STAMPS
effective, thoroughly cleansing and aleggs,' 30 cents each; the stay at
BRINGS YOU THE
.
Secretary.
Greenclay,
ways pleasant in action. Tbey contain
home kind, phone Purple 5623:
SPOON
IT 'S
blue flag, are a remedy for constipa
Mrs, Charles Lewis.
tion and sluggish liver, and a tonic to
GENUINE WM.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
the bowels, which , are improved by
ROGERS &
Meet In the Forest of Brotherl?
their use. Try them. They do not FOR SALE 1,200 pound horse, perSONS' A A
Love
at
Woodmen
OWorld
hall
of
the
fail to give relief and satisfaction.
fectly sound and true; works any- on
STANDARD
G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug
the second and fourth Mondays o'
where. George A. Fleming, Main 40.
,
Store. Adv.
SILVER
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart.
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. Vi
Local Deputy.
Vluitini
Montague,
CACTUS IS FAVORED
FtSP.
i FRENCH.
members are especially welcone an'
Santa Fe, March 28. The Santa' Fe
"SREY(STER- -j
cordially Invited.
public schools yesterday voted in favor FOR RENT-Tw- o
LING) FINISH
rooms for light
nice
of the cactus as the state flower, the
8i4 Nationmodern.
housekeeping,
OF COLUMBUS, COUN
KNIGHTS
alfalfa blossom being second. Six
mnpce
5501.
CIL.. NO. 804 Meets second and
hih school orators dilated on the al, Phone Olive
merits of their favorite blossoms bejnrth Thursday .too. R. C. hall
can be K.
FOR RENT Furnished house. Phone Pioneer
fore the vote was taken. The arbor
members
building.
Visiting
tained in thai city from
Main 230. ,
are cordially invited. Richard Deviae,
day day exercises included the plant
G K.I Frank Angel, F. 8.
ing of class trees and the naming of FOR
RENT Modern furnished rooms
trees, one being called the George
with board if desired.' 710 Grand.
Washington tree and the other the
General Kearney tree; Five leaved
the
wopdvlne was planted around
2,000 lbs-- , or More, Each Del vary
.......-M- e 25c pr 1ta ife
Sena building ,the walks were border1,000 lb, to 2,000 lbs., Each Dallvsry ;w....
per lit
ed with double rows of sweet peast,
3Do par 1f Ikt.
200 lbs., to 1,009 lbs. Each Delivery
and beds of poppies, asters and other LOST Filigree cuff link, turquoise
60 lbs., to 209 lbs., Each Dalivary
Pr 1Ct lb.
blossoms were put out. The afternoon
setting, between corner of National
.t5c par m la,
Ltsa than 66 lbs. Each Dalivary ,
was spent by the pupils putting the
and Seventh and fire. R. W. Smith,
tennis court in shape, the boys raking
City Hall. Reward.
A
and smoothing the "surface and the
girls in their aprons carrying away LOST Watch, silver case, open face,
Harvesters, Btorers, aad Dittrlbutora of Nataral lea. tte Pertlji R3i
15 Jewel, Crescent St Movement
the pebbles that had accumulated,
Las tine Qualltlea el Which Have Made La Vegaa jrameaa.
Leave at Optic, Suitable reward.
making a picturesque scene Indeed.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
Word received by the department
of tducation shows that Espanola votr State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County,
bs.
ed unanimously in favor of the cactus
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
ti
for the state flower.'
is senior partner of tne firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
.a
"y
"fry
jr
LARGEST FISH MARKET
City of Toledo, county and State aforeBoston, Mass., March. 28. Boston's said, and that said firm will pay the
II
sum
HUNDRED DOLLARS
n
new
dollar pier and sub- for of ONE
each and 'every case of Catarrh
sidiary buildings, constituting the larg- that cannot be curea by the use of
est fish market on' tis continent and HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
4- 1
FRANK J. CHENE.Y.
the second largest in the world, was
8,
4
Pvk
me
to.
Sworn
before
subscribed
and
m
formally opened today. The new pier
in my presence, this 6th day of Decern
is to take the plf.ee of the historic
D.
A.
1886.
ber,
?"-sj- ii
the aeti H
k s.
"T" wharf, where the fishing boats
A W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
have tied up since the days of the
Notary Public.
thosa who KIGUT E JY tit
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interRevolution.
nally and acts directly upon the blood
Forty-fou- r
pwfrty ya
firms united to build the and
mucous surfaces of the sysf.eia
1S
new pier and its subsidiary buildings Send for
I'm. la V--' aw1;.
whe
testimonials, free.
s
for administration, cold storage and
rt
F. J. CHENEY & CO,. Toledo, O.
b wt
yottr prcjarty j1o-Sold by all druerstfsts, ..75c.
allied mercantile internets. The plant
wixi (isi
1
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiUTi is. la tids
is larger than the immediate volume
pation
tre.fcsxkHHi i mr
of business requires, but at the presti
Ul Kiats Vm
atftit
and .farslti!
Mt
ent rate of growth fiv.e.'ye.r.w,ill take
find
up the slack, and tea Kill perhaps
yi".
.V. A
A.ii
the quarters.-filleS;
i
to 'capacity. The fit.
fI..a.l
-- 6
t
fmam toqrtf, ti all
is l
deIs
cold storage plaot' at the pier
r I'-X
'
w
t 7
I
If t r " t : r
clared to he one of the best equipped 11
as well as one' of the largest in the
k
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.LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,
is an' applicant "for the position.... He
8)je'tk's Spanish and ". is "especially
Brrorif? in manual' training, and .History
He is alo an'
as wtki as pedagc,?j
ASD-.r.- r.
'
able .niiisk'ian, a lender of the Normul'
.;,,.r,
A!l, cordially invited.
This Church Bids, You, Welcome
university baud, which crea.(ed such a
at the-- educatiohal convenUon
To all who mourn and need cam-forTo all. who are' tired' and need, a Albutiuerque' last fall.-- Mrs. Zing'g
;
rest To aM who are friendless and U. also an a'ble teitcher.-- ,
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE want friendship. To all who. are loneBLOCKS
Adrian
CONCEPTION
ilaheyrolle, ly and want companionship. To all TO' DEDICATE MEMORIAL
want & church .'Washington, V. March ' 28.N e t
homeless
and
are
who
' ' '
.
pastor.
First mass at 7: 00 a.m.; second mass home. To all who, pray and to all month, 'on the, occasion "of the 125th
at 10 a. m. Sunday school la iSnglieh who. do .riot,,. but ought. To. all who. anniversary of the: inauguration of
and. Spanish at 8 p m., in Spanish at need a Savior; and to whosoever will. Geoge' Washington as first president
benediction this Church opens wide its doors,' and of the United States, interesting eX
S?30 Pi m. Rosary
the Lord, nays ercises will be held here to mark,1 the
v. in the name of Jesus,
sacrament
ai
of the blessed
v'; '' ;, ',
welcome..'
event. The most notable feature (if
.
Suiitiay. school,' 8:43 fc...nij .
Young people's Meeting, 6:30 p. ra.
.evenPrayer meeting,' Wcilriefiday'
'
.
ing'. 7:30,. p. 'rn,

.

'

'..--

(

Choir Loft

t.

fni-Or-

,

.

'

',
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Sunday school lor English 'speakFIRST PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
. Rnnnlnh
nAnkInr0 children
In.i iiiil
MUW
--Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, Doug
very Sunday at 1:30 p. ra.
las. avenue and Tenth street
Morning worship and sermon at 11
Auk mLj'.vtcf Alio t nv rir firtR.
o'clock.
, ..
ROWS Rev. Paul Gflberton, pastor.
Bible
school sesand
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun- sion at study a. m. Sunday
9:45
'
- Mkv
8
30;
ieented. Second mass
Society of Christian Endeavor at
ermon In English,: hymns rendered
6:30
p. m.
:;,
iWMrnn iindar tha direction
k
The church extends a most hearty
mas
Third
of the Sisters of Loretto.
to
and
at 10:30; a.' m., sermon In Spanish. welcome Inallthepeople.' Visitors wel
'
sojourners
city
especially
BChOOL
4
HiindaT
9
BVnm
in I
At
'
;,
,' .'
, ',
; Benediction of the Blessed jSacr-- corned.
X ment,
At the New Mexico iioBpnai
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH, Cor1 Jot the Insane, masa every fourth
'
ner Of Main and Eighth streets. Rev
' "
Sunday by the pastor.
J; L. Imhof, pastor. '
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CMUPCH
Communion and preaching 11 a. m.
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m. ,
avenue, EaBt Las Vegas.
Evening service, 7:30 p. vrh.
Fifth Sunday in Lent (Passion)
The church welcomes the public at
,
r
''March' 29.
the services.
tending
'
T:.30.
-

JJ.

.-

i

.'.

'

'

.''.',

'

Holy Communion,

Sunday school, 9:45.
Morning prayer and 3ermon, 11.
".;.' Order of service at 11 o'clock.
ttvmn 438. "Sing, my Soul, Mis
'
Wondrous .Love," (J.. B. Dykes.)

THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH.
"
James E. Richard, pastor.
'
Hours of service: :
.
Preaching 10:45 a. m.r .7:45 p. m.
Sabbath School, 9:30. a. m,
V.
B. Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
-'
J. Robinson.)
If you are without a church bnt08
Gloria Patri, Chant, (J. Robinson.)
we can help you.,
.
come!
'
';.' Benidicite, Omnia Opera, (Read.)
If you are looking for church, wort
'
Benedictus, Chant, (W. Crotch.)
come!
Tou can help us.
Hymn 340, "In the Hour of Trial," Railroad and National Avenues.
'
v
S. Lane.)
;

Sermon.
.'.
Hvmri 616 "He Leadeth Me," (W. B.
'.''
?
.;. ''
Bradbury.)
Presentation of Alms,. (Anon.)
;

:

'

'

.

'

321

e.

TaTin

TVTnt-I-

EXPERT AT WORK

' ''

ry, Van Petten, Mills, Winters, Hart,
Noyes, Mrs. Abbett and Mrs. Van
Horn. Altos Misses Myers, Webb,
Tenors
Tiwrv nd Mrs. MnrrlsRRt.te.
Messrs, Clay, Van Horn and Morris-settBassos Messrs, Taylor, Moore,
Haskell, Paice, Gehring and Swallow.
unicner iierman spiess. ursauist

IMPORTANT
WILL BEGIN" TASK
TO NEW MEXICO. IN THE
GILA BASIN

Santa Fe, March 28. Jacob B.
Spiegel of Montana has been appointed to the hydrographic work n the
Gila drainage basin by.the hydrographic. .survey,' according to an announce.
ment by Hydrographer Glenn A.
man
the
in
new
Is
a
Spiegel

'

Ep-wor- th

COLONIST EXCURSIONS
MflHCHMS TO APRIL

15, 1014

r

Judge John R. McFIe and Attorney
Frank J. Lavan, returned today from
Gallup where they attended a special
meeting of the stockholders of the
New Mexico Firebrick company, which
authorized the increase of the capital
stock of the company yesterday from
$o0,000 to' $100,000. The directors were
also- authorized, if they saw fit, to issue $50,000 worth of 'bonds. The business of the company has grown to
such, .an extent that this increase of
capital has become .necessary to dou'
ble the capacity of the plant.
Refund for Wheaton
The state corporation commission
has obtained a re fund of $2.75 from
r
the Pullmans for Fred Wheaton,
mo kieper of rtcoi'i and seal cf
tho Knights. ot Pvthtas, who recently
su-p-

second-clas- s
tickThen
ets from Las Vegas to Los An- galea, San Francisco; San Diego
and to many other points In
California .will be sold for $30.00'
Corresponding fare from points
on other lines ' in cori section
with tlx Santa Fe, liberal
Three fast
privileges.
trains '.daily-- ' from Las Vegas
and free,
chair cars. Harvey meals.
For tickets, reservations and
"information apply to
one-wa-

stop-.Ovef1- .'-

.

.'

p.

Formed

New Company

.

l nwmi,
AGENT

Lpis Vpjjas, Now f lex

'
j

;

.

.

.

THE OLD RELfABLl

AIN WAGON.

'

CHAS. TAMME,
City Clerk.

-

t:

,

Special "Health Warning for March
Aisrch is a trying month for the
and for elderly people.
Croup, bronchial colds, lagrlppe and
pneumonia are to be feared and avoided. Foley's Honey and Tar Is a great
family medicine that will quickly stop
a cough, check the progress of a cold
very-youn-

and relieve Inflamed and congested
air passages. It Is safe, puro ana always reliable. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Dnis; Store. Adv.

ATTOKNEY8
'?

HUNKER 4. HUNKER
George A. HnnKer. Chester A. Htnku

t

Attorncyt-at-La-

Iju Vega, '

Ne

Mezl

t

"

','.'
law',:
It Is further noted' that the law pro
vides that the qualified voters at such.
election are such .electors of said city
as have paid a property tax therein

a

DR. F.

Gross, Kelly & Co.

HUXMANN

.

Oantltt
Dental work of any description at
v
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 3S1.. Residence Phone Main 413.
, East Las Vegas. New Mexico
JONES-BOWER-

23
B. A.

MONUMENT

S

Soie Afcents

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Tears Practical Experience.
JONES
W. W. BOWERS

GQ&L

cuactiia rr

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

Massage. Hair

Treatiaent,Faclal

and

Scalp
Maul-- ,

Massage?,

I

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

Profeslonal Health Culture for Ladles
General

1DE3' VJO.OD
a

f!

I

'

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Dm VJ. Q GOD OH

cure, Chiropody.
Steam Laundry Bulldog V'
Phone Vegas 128
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. ra.
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Mr.

Albuquerque1:.

WheatQii

erroneovsly Informed that in
limited
'ordw to obtain- a. berth-ofrom Chicago t'- AITuwuerque, be. bad
to pav- tor a herih as far as Williams
and .thererors llade o ppiumtion' for a
refund, which w readily eracte nn-dthe clrcumstunccs.
Will Take Better Job
Murtin. supeiin-tendeu- t
Professor Goor-'"Norof the
I i )
An i
mal school . t I
county, has about decided, to nccvpt a
u s
lucrative andflatt i
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Notice is hereby; given' that under
and by virtue- of an execution issued
out of the District Court of San Miguel
County, in Cause No. 7584, upon the
docket of said ourt wherein the
Aetna Building Association of Las Vegas, New Mexico, is plaintiff and
Trinidad Romero is, defendant, wherein the said plaintiff did on the 20th
day of February, A. T. 1914, recover
judgment against the sa,Id defendant
for the sum of Ten Hundred Eighty-eigh- t
and
($1,088.77) Dollars,
and' Nine and
($9.35) Dolkirs
cost of suit, with interest thereon at
the rate of twelve per cent per annum
from the 20th day o" February, A. D.
I have levied upon
1914. until paid.
the following descrfbrf property,
-

n

Because there you will have
a chance to succeed. There, cli-mate, soil and water, in conjunction with intelligent labor,
work wonders. Alfalla, fruits,
garden truck poultry and dairy
products point the way to more
than a mere living.

-

dunn& the year "next preceding euch
election.
Done at the City of Las. Vecas-- ,
aforesaid; this March 14Ui, A. D. 1914.
THE CITY COUNCII, OF SAID CITY
OP LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
" ROBERT J.
TAUPERT;"-Attest:-,..... Mayor..

:

GALLINGER'S BIRTHDAY
Washington, March 28. iFloral con
tributions from numerous friend3 fill
ed the office of Senator Gallinger to
day, reminding the New Hampshire
senator of his seventy-sevent- h
birth

NOTICE

,

CALIFORNIA

.'.

senator Gallinger
day anniversary,
is the dean on the republican side of
the senate. His term will expire next
March, and it is said he may not be a
candidate for
His retirement would- leave Senator Lodge of
Massachusetts,' whose term will not
expire until 1917, the ranking member
of the senate.

Cor?.-Eigh-

Yoa WillSLike

NOTICE

I--

Grey-today-

This church Is open daily for private
prayer and meditation.
service and has been assigned to work
which is of tremendous importance to
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
New Mexico as well as Arizona, the
Regular services every Sunday morn- New Mexico hydrographic office co
ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
operating in this 'particular work.
evening at 8 o'clock In O. R. C. hail. Seven new automatic gauges will be
installed on. the Gila and an approth
FIRST M. E. CHURCH
priation of $3,000 is available to pay
and National avenue. Rev. K.
expenses until the end of the fiscal
C. Anderson, pastor.
year on June 30.
.V
,
J " "
" .WVIUIM
The stream measurements will have
snip with BermoM at 11 o'clock.
important bearing on the tremendous
League, 6:15 d. m. Evening power project on the Gila by .Robert
worship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock. H. Boulware of Silver. City, and John
A cordial Invitation Is extended to
IL Converse, the Philadelphia millionall who have no other place of woraire, which is to furnish power evenship to attend divine er vices at this tually for Grant county's mining
church.
camps, a transmission line of only 50
miles being necessary to carry the
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
The
power to the Chino workings.
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. J.
measurements also have their bearMilton Harris. Pastor.
n
ings on the big irrigation project of
Tom Lyons on the Gila below the
section and which is to reclaim
some 50,000 acres' of fertile lands.

'.

bt

...

,

Notice relative 'toan, ejection by the
City of- Las Vegas, New- Mexico, to
of issuing
he, held pu the
Sewer. Bonds of said City lor the
purposes' hereinafter mentioned.
-.'Notice, is hereby given, by the city
council of the City of Las Vegas, with
in the Ctmntyof San Miguel, State of
New Mexico; "and by the mayor there
of, that, at the regular election- for
counciimeh, aldermen and other city
officers of such city
On the
First' Tuesday of April, A, D, 3914,
being April 7th, of said year, the ques
tion of issuing negotiable sewer bonds
of said city will be submitted to a
Vote of the qualified electors-- of said
vcity.
Such bonds tta$
thereof to be used for the purpose of ac
quiring necessary real estate, right of
privllegep, extensions and necessary
appurtenances In connection with and
for the sewer system of said city and
for enlarging, improving and extending such sewer, system, by providing
and constructing a seWer. disposal
plant for the extension,, iiso, enlarge-,menand improvement of said sewer
system, the same 'being connected
with, necessary for and to be used
as a part of the general sewer system
of the said city as the same now la,
and as it will be when extended to
other parts of said city, so as to prop-perldispose of the contents 'of such
sewer system.
.'
Said 'bonds are to be for th$ amouhl
of .Twenty Thousand ($20,000) Dol
to he
lars, hut so much only ihere'of
'
used as shall he necessary for the
purposes aforesaid.
Said bonds to be Issued In such, de-hominatlons, on such terms and in
such form and; manner as provided by

l4.

B,

-

"To the Name of Our

Hymn
'
Salvation,'! TantUm Ergo.
Full vested choir and crucifer.,

HYiaa

NEW HYDHCGHAPHIC

the program will.be the. formal dedl
cation of the memorial' blocks provid
ed by the states of Colorado, Idaho
and Washington."- for the Washington
' of these
monument;.Tho..,- placing
will
monument
leave
in
the
blocks
three states 'that are not thus repre
sented by memorial blocks.
The dedication exerotses will be
conducted under the auspices of the
SoW ashington National Mouuinerit
ciety. This society dates back to
1833. lu whlch year it was organized
to erect, in the federal capital a monument, national ; in character, to the
memory of (Washington. ' John Marshall; the great chief justice, was the
first president of the society. On tho
death of Justice Marshall, former
President James Madison was elected
president On the death of Mr. Mad
ison it was provided that the president
of the United States should be Urn
officio president, and such, has been
the case ever since,.
February 22, 1859, the society was
chartered by congress after having as
a voluntary association, raised by popular, subscription, the'money to lay the
foundation of the monument and .to
carry the shaft to 156 feet In1 height.
During the Reribd of the civil' war and
reconstruction days the soclety.com
tinued in its efforts to raise funds to
continue the work and to complete the
shaft, but the condition of the times
and country were not such as to give
was not until
encouraging results,"--I- t
many years later that the shaft, was
finally completed through the aid of
congress.
Many years ago the society issued
an invitation to the various states, to
the leading cities and to lodges and
other organiations to contribute memorial stones to the monument. The
responses were numerous, as is evidenced by the many carved stones
that adorn the interior of the shaft.
For the most pavt the blocks contrib
uted by the states ana cities bear
their respective coats of arms.

'"
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"That traort of
the improvements
the South side of
the Town of Las

land and lots with
on

therem, situated

the public' Plaza in
Vegas, San Miguel
County, New Mexico, and bounded on
the North by tho Public Plaza, on the
South by Moreno Street, on the East
bv property of B. Rosenwald &' bons,
and (ii the hom b prouuty of
Chaibfc. lllcld '
And tii.it I will on WuliiCMUv, Apnl
Si, . D I'Ml, a' tho V ft ('nor nf the
Court House tn- the lowrt of Uin
Miguel County, New Mexico-for sale and sell to the highest
blijder -- tor cash the above described
real estate; with the improvements
thereon
ill be sold
That said real estate
subject to all Hons and enctimbrances
and the eaid ehentf will execute and
J.eliver 'to, the purchaser a deed thereto?;, Thu; amount due at the data of
K0 i t 1 i ri Hundred Miu t n and
.08400. ($l.ll!Mmv Dollars.
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J, C. Johnst-& Son loifay bean
unloading a car of furniture tua-- they
LOCAL
had 'just received. This furniture is
the latest frcm the manufacluiers,
and a number, of' iew- and clcv-e- deOld Tayi.ojr whisker and Sherwood
signs ate included in tho shipment.
Rye at the Opera Bar Adv.
Several Indians arrived in Las
Six room, modern house for rent, 919
Vegas yesterday evening, and today
Fourth street. rhone C. II. Steven- were
peddling their wares about the
son, Main 2J1. Adv.
cidy. These, are the first of the Indians that have .visited here tils
Mr, and Mrs. Floreneio Armijo are
o
year,;: They are froni the Indian
the proud parents of a baby boy born
of Domingo.
to t hem Thursday nignt.
u

NEWS
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C30 DELICACIES

Every morning this
wwe in use from. 6
Tonight a- party,
girls are- going on
Hot' Springs canyon.

week' 'both-- courts,
to 8: SO' o'clock.
of the boys- and
a bay rj do to the

NOTES

'CHRISTIAN--CHURC-

The pastor will spoan Sunday morn
ing on ."Our Convention.". The theme
for the evening will he "Child's La
bor." The special music for the even
ing will be a girl's, vocal duet.
The Christian Endeavor society will
hold a missionary meeting- Miss Mar
garet Heineman will be the leader.
SPANISH PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH.
The Sunday school was well repre
Madam Louise, the noted palmist,
a. m.
w sented at the convention at Hillisde
Sunday Bchool t
can be consulted dally on all affairs
Morning' service at 10:30. The A wagon load made the trip on Fri
of life, north side of Plaza. Adv.
Lord's Supper will be observed. The day evening. Others went In auto
Rev. A. V. Lucero of Raton will mobiles.
For Sale 1,200 pound horse, perpreach the sermon. His subject will
fectly sound and true; .works any- be, "The Power and Wisdom .of God."
ATTENTION PEOPLE
where. George A jj'lenjing. Main 40.
Evening service, at 7:30. This servThe sneering request made by us
ice is in charge of the Young Peo- through the columns of The Optio a
Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Ry. aed
and always is weri at- few nights ago has been ignored, and
ple's
in wood. Direct from the distillery to tended society
"What Missions are we shall continue to talk as often and
Subject,
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
Doing for the World." (Foreign Mis- as loudly as we please, at right, with
iaion Meetjng.) ., Leader, Mr. Rubel the one exception that we will be
W. P: Southard today removed from
At this meeting the. Rev. silent when Chief of Police Ben Coles
Gallegoa.
Douglas avenue to his former resi- Mr..
Lucero will give a Short address. is near. We have great respect for
dence on the boulevard, formerly own- A
welcome to alK Ga- the chief and would not care to dis
ed by J.: P. Oeyer.
;
...
bino Rendon, mialaier In charge.
turb him, ' The reason we take this
action is that the communication in
George Kane, who resides at Rowe,
THE CONVENTION A SUCCESS
The Optic was unsigned, and we con
has applied at the court house for- $72 ' The
Bible echool convention, at sider it beneath our dignity to pay
as bounty upon 36 coyotes. Mr, Kane,
Hillside Thursday nrght and Friday aTfJr attention to anonymous communi
the brutea was a decided
ft is understood,-poisonesuccess..' It was. one as loudly as we- please, at night, with
of the best conventions held. ,ln this scorn. We have Just as muchi right to
nii. fail to have Madam Louise
part of the country. It was well afr use our.jvpicea at night nasj certain
read your 'hand '' and know; 'wjiat life
tended, both from the" country and joyrlderscftiid bibulcws persons' whom
holds in store for you and yOUrs. North from the
city, Many were kind with we might name.
i'V
side of Plaza. Readings daily and their aii tos
in
conveying the people. . We are speaking for our friends
Sunday. Adv.
,
The music was of the bestj being fur- and neighbors;, who held an indigna
nished by the Methodist ladies' quai tion meeting in Hilslte park Thursday
Tonight on the Elks' alleys the Daw tette and the Baptist male quartette
evening perhaps youi heard some of
son .bowling' team will contest with and others. Thers were mom
than
th jjratory. personally, this commit:
the Las Vegas Elks in a game of ,J;eif in attendance at the
meeting, teehas not engaged in nolsemaktng
pins. Following the game, a- daijc
and a' large attendance in the even; at t night, and we wish it so under
wiil be given in tha lodge room' lor
ing when many arrived from town; stood, though we Bee no reason Why
the entertainment of the visiting Elks. The
entertainment provided by the the rights of our compatriots ehould
on the mesa was immense be- trampled upon.
people
Former Governor W. J. Mills today The town
people had tiro time of their
Let the cowardly person who was
received information that a bowling Uvea out there. '
to sign his name to the com
afraid
team from his old home had won the
munication
putting tne lid upon us
championship at the Yealy tournaI,
ST. PAUL'S NOTES
come out and fight us In the open.
ment, which waa held at Buffalo. The
ienten cervices Haiiy at 4:15. pm.. Committee Representing Dogs of
winning team was from New Haven,
Monday: Choir, sopranos and altos Lasi Vegas.
Conn,
after evening service in the chapel.
BUSTER CUNNINGHAM,
Tuesday: Ladies' Guild at 3:30
Chairman.
Several automobile tourists arrived o'clock in
the chapel preceding even
JERRY KELLY,
in Las Vegas today. Two were on
ing service. Choir, tenor and basses,
LADDIE McWENIE,
their way to California, while two
'
.'
rectory,, 7:15.
SPOT HSITE,
others were local travelers from other
'Instruction In the of
Wednesday:
OTELO
MARTINEZ,
cities in the state. The
fice of Holy Communion to members
POCO BUENO SEGURA
traffic in automobiles Is expected to of last' confirmation'
class and any
begin in earnest within the next, few others who
'may wish it, in chapel
CALL FOR PRIMARIES
weeks.
after evening eervice.
Call is hereby made for Democratic
Thursday: Altar Guild In chapel Primaries to be held at 7:30 o'clock
The pictures shown at the Photo after
evening service.
p. m. on the 28th day of March, A. D.
'
play theater last night of the Monte
Friday: Woman's auxiliary, busi 1914, as follows:
' ,' ; ,,
zuma hotel and of the Moose commit
ness session, after evening services
Ward No. 1 at Douglas Avenue
tee inspecting the site proved to be in
chapel.
school building.
an attraction' for Las Vegans. The
Children's service in
Saturday:
Ward No. 2 at Judge Murray's of
attendance was large at every show.
church, 4:15; full choir in church, fice in
City Hall.
The picture of the hotel was not what 7:15.
Ward No. 3 ,at Council Chamber In
it, might have been in its scenic
Sunday, Palm Sunday: Holy Com the City Hall.
beauty, but the other two scenes were
munion, 7:30; Sunday school, 9:45;
Ward No. 4 at Douglas Avenue
attractive In every way.
Holy Communion, au-- .s.hnon, 11:00
:
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to : taste

Delicacies. We invite
known
everyone to come and get acquainted with
Bccch-Nu- t

these products.
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SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES IN THE CITY
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REPAIRING

ALL REPAIR WORK
LET US GIVE YOU A TIRE TALK

LAS; VEGAS MOTOR CAR CO.
FORMERLY
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LAS 'VEGAS
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AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings unique patterns-a- ll
'
.'.
pricesj a
jf

-
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These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

cross-countr-

SUCH LOVELY BISCUITS
are
possible when made
r
i
with
such a flour as our
j
only

Pure Quill. Nona loss good
wiil make such light, tooth-'.som-

e,

bis-

Mm Mm

The Optic is In receipt of a copy of
this year's Reach's Baseball guide.
This book is more complete than

ohe Las Vcas Roller Mills

big baseball teams of this country and
gives in accurate detail all other in-

Tl-tt-

.

ill

,

bet-for-

It contains all the records of the
formation concerning the national
sport. TIki- rules for the game for
this year are also included in the
book, which every fan' snould own.

cf tie Best of Everyltlag Eetablf

Papers in the case of Trinidad
da Baca against Peter Roth and
others, an action to eject the defendant from a certain tract of land near
Las Vegas, are bein prepared for
the supreme court, to which an appeal wag taken some time ago by the
plaintiff's counsel, T. B. Catron, after
the court had refused to reinstate the
case on the docket several months
ago.
Gal-leg-

-

For Fresh Garden Seed, Onion
Sets, Flower,' Seed
CALL UP PHONE 16 or 17
or Come and Pick Them Ont
'

"

-

I

According to an unofficial' report
the local option election iin'Leyba
in' a tie vote, the wets and
the drys each casting 25 votes. The
found after the election ' that
judgfe-a mistake had been made in the
books.
Otherwise the wets would
have bad a majority of two. As there
iivifet be a majority against liquor in
order to vote it out, Leyba will ri
main wet.

HE OHAAF G IIAYVAHD Cfl.STORE

some time aio
which"-Invitethe Pathe people to
send a corif-rrJump
pd informed
ihom tht tiie Commercial flub was
tt--
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Jjd.-.nfrom t!,e' letti.r received by
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The, Rev; S. Alonsto Bright T). D.,
superintendent M Methodist missions
lit New Mexico, will occupy the pulpit
at tluv First Metbodist Episcopal
chnn h tomorrow morning and even
ing. He is- one of the really great
preachers of the west, and the public
is most cordially invited to hear him.
There will be special music by the
Ladles' Quartette in the morning and
b
the chorus choir in the evening.

hav tit thsp companies placed
lor the tk'.T; cf motion ficturfs
i (,Ujt? Vv'eol.lv.
oilier Ise t.r,-- r Rev.. J. Milton Harris announces a
the
of
Howpver, the
Tiptit r- t
J.ps net I:, rl.v sermon tomorrow iriorning on tho
"ir
luu thm Hjormat
ivej a fliat a romp
(,i,,.,t be sn.t hre b!i .it and unique subject. More, jn
'
from tilt, Fatb.
;i
The Patbe J Teres put out what la the evening, "A Disappointed Young
'' '
a tdu.i'fmy the toil- frn coiihifie-e- d
n." T! e I': ,)
tba bf-.- t tin-ciolr and the Bap-- t
of motion
i
,. jjf-- ,
?snouB I's'hc
arid iive cuiipaiiH h
male qnarteitj can be 'depended
t'-- . t i'.h- tcr-- r
,J.v,'JiAf.,n)iL.i
coin pn ;j tf n !"0St tnlciitul ppopip
for rood music. There will be
y 't wxliiiii
i a r r in this
ii'ir
1 . err jri'im.ins a
,i
and
ectal numlxirs. Loth aioriuD
jbW'Mtiv.
' t "Tir cf tht-- f
nhfn an
vrt
filling, jit um rtvrnirn; me quarcornpanioa
""
rr.--i
iinil may locate here m the
r .! of .;w
to will sing that familiar hymn,
future, and a
"M
aih'-d- .
i
i'ht-r' "y n'rVf :.vh'n-th- '
PH dtily f "t f
vc
is My Wandering' I'.oy.'To- it (mil A r,t- si.l i t I u , ' i bi,f,n.
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NORMAL NOTES

The Puilomathean society met Wed
nesday morning at chapel time. One
Of the best programs of the
year was
rendered. f Miss Nell Sanders led a
discussion on "The Modern Drama"
Miss Ruth Schlott gave a reading,
Miss Ethel Harper played a piano solo
and Miss Gladys Carroon read the
Newsy Notes,
Mrs. Maude L. Greene addressed the
students again yesterday on a temperance subject.
,
The Trlgonian society met In regular business ; session Wednesday
morning.- - The formation and financing
'
Qf a iiaseball team was' the
subject
; ';
before tlie' soCIety.r.'
- Di
'Frank H. H. Roberts,' the president,' left Thursday;, evening for Las
Cruces; where he was to address the
'
high school last night ,
The tennis courts again are popular.
.
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.
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WHERE TIME COUNTS

There

These primaries are called for the
purpose of nominating one alderman
in the First ward and the nomination
of one alderman In the Fourth
'
ward, and for the selection of
nine delegates from each.
ward
to a Democratic City Convention to
Tie held at the
City Hall in the City
of Las Vegas, NeW . Mexico, at 8 : 00
o'clock n. m. on the 30th dav of
March, A. X, .19141
Said Convention
being called.. for: the purpose of. nomi
nating a City Clerk and a City Treasurer for, the City Election which is
to, foe. held on the 7th day of April, A.
'
...
rtl914.''.:'
THe" said' primaries are further in
structed to name two persons who
ihall. toe members of the Democratic
City Central Committee.
l Notice is further given that there
has been entered into, between the
Democratic City Central Committee
and theRepublican City Central Com
mittee, the 'following agreement, subject to the approval of th& Bald primaries and said Convention: The
Democratic party shall name the City
Clerk, City Treasurer and the Aldermen from the First ward, and the
said primaries and convention a?e
hereby requested to take such action
n regard to this proposed fusion with
the Republican party as thev shall
deem advisable, ;
la rase, however, the propose? fu
sion is not agreeable to the voters of
the Democratic party of the City of
La3 Ve;as, the said primaries in
Wards Two, Three and Pour are requested to nominate .one candidate
for Alderman in ear;h of these wards,
and tho said City Convention Id re?
quested to nominate a candidate for
Mayor, in add. Won to ail otber offices
ib be filled at said' coming' City telec-tu- P I) MCELROY,
' '
r
"
Chairman,
Note The question of tho nomination of a councilman from the Fourth
ward is still under discussion between
Hie dJi'inorntlc and republican central committees.
--

Safety in a gwej
Vatch, but there is
in one tbat does not keep
accurate time. vVi taJ.e our
reputation every watch that
goes ont of our store,
Regardless of l'ri::e
is.
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school building.
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Same Price Cash or Easy
Payments - it
When these cabinets are gone the
lar prices go into effect and remain. reguj

r

,

s
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AOT TO-DAJ. C. JOHNSEN
Exclusive Local
Y

'

m.

SON

Agants

y

cuits. Order a sacK and surprise your hus'jand tomorrow morning with biscuits
that he will blow about to
his friends and be fully Justified in doing so.

t

cluced Prices

all-da- y
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Only a Few of (he Famous Hoosiers
Left at the Special Re

For the best on the market today see us.
Miller Non.Skin or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto..
,

ALL WORK

OONE

AT OUR SSC?

GUARANTEED FC.l ITS FEKFECTKESS
'
V

;':'

"
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Tho Las Vcrfas Automobile
V0IE8 CAN'T

dissolved ori'TBBUnd day of
A. D. 1914, so far as relates

CE

January.

to Mrs.
J. Regensberg.
AT A CITY ElECTICil All debts of said partnership are
paid and those due from. Bame discharged at Colmor, in the county of
HARRY 8. CLANCY, ASSI8TANT Colfax, In the state of New Mexico,,!1!
ATTORNEY GENERAL, GIVES
where the business will continue by
HIS OPINION
'
the said Maurice Regensberg under
the name of Regensberg Mercantile
'
Santa Fe, March 28. Surprise, to company.
t
.
j,
the
will
be occasioned by
say
least,
MRg.., J. REGENSBERG.
an opinion Qf Assistant Attorney GenMAURICE REGENSBERG.
eral Harry S. Clancy that ' none but
registered voters may cast their bal- CALL FOR A DEMOCRATIC CONlot at municipal elections next" month
VENTION FOR THE TOWN OF
in. New Mexico. Affidavits cannot be
LAS VEGAS, N. M.
taken legally in lieu of registration,
A democratic
convention In ' tht
this
has
been
the
town
although
of Las Yegas, N. M., is hereisv
practice
in most of the municipalities of the called to meet Tuesday, the 31st day
state. However citizens have until of March, 1914, at 7:30 p. in. In
Saturdav, A;iii! 4 to register, when
of Adekido Gonziles on Bridge-streetthe registration boards meet for the
for the purpose of nominating
lafet time, for by the following Moncandidates for municipal offices, to be
day they must 'certify the rcSibUation filkd at, vttie town election to be held:
iiftts to tho election boards.
on April 7, 1914. And to transact
Mr. Ciancy has diig up a proviLion other buelricii v.'hic'a may com, before
if a statute. Section 2,443, of tro said conventon, for the ' welfare er
compiled Jaws, which forbids the
the town, ef Las Vegas, and all its,
of any ballot under any
citizens Irrespective of party affiliaes excej;t of thor-- re'fter-o.d- , tions and sympathizers of our cause
and this provision lui3 never been are hereby invited to participate Sr.
repealed. The opinion was rendered said convention. By a resolution
upon t!te reinct of .iiiiii.'.-- of the adopted by the central committee we.
Peace ,lo.o M;ii;a (i.,wa of I'v tlur-- t have eliminated ward primaries sul
No. 17 of ;;- -- M To.
call foiH mass convention for p!I
who desire a good town adminlsl raNOTICE
tion. By order of the democratic- cen-?Notico is hereby ivr k t' it tho r- V
committee of the town of
with
N. M.
tif' Laln-- f cershlp between Mrs. .J liesensberg
C00
DAMIEt,
DB BACA,
wwtiy cr and Maurice Heccnsberg,. and doina
VimincfiS under the f ;.i ra 3 cf Pe- - EUGBNIO SENA,..
to the c:u--oChairman,
JIi1! '.'JTi'iU;
( OJip
..
1,1, WH3
".'!,' V'
Secretary.
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